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Abstract

Abstract
As a response to the ever denser cities, skyscrapers have become yet more popular and
are growing more and taller than ever. A new efficient structural system for skyscrapers
has been proposed by Tyréns AB, called the Tubed Mega Frame. This structural system
consists of hollow concrete tubes at the perimeter of the building. Since this structural
system has not yet been used in any skyscraper several aspects have still not been
studied or investigated. An important aspect having an impact on the system’s
competitiveness compared to traditional structural systems is how a skyscraper using
this new structural system could be built. This thesis treats the construction
methodology of Tubed Mega Frame structures. The construction methodology of a
prototype building is evaluated to connect the findings to a plausible real project.
Building very tall concrete structures sets a lot of demands on the concrete used and
having an effective construction is essential. The elastic modulus of the concrete has
been identified as one of the most important concrete properties why this topic has been
studied. Comparisons of the formulas of different codes for estimating the elastic
modulus have been made to see what elasticity can be achieved. Concrete recipes that
have been used in already built skyscrapers have been reviewed to see what elastic
moduli are feasible to reach and expect. Pumping concrete to high levels sets demands
on the concretes flowability and self-compacting concrete is necessary to use. Ways of
improving the concrete properties are also studied. All studies show that the Tubed
Mega Frame structural system would be possible to construct with today’s concrete and
pumping technology even though improvements can be expected from future
development in concrete technology.
As most skyscrapers that are built today, a Tubed Mega Frame structure would
preferably be built with a self-climbing formwork system rising one level at a time. From
a review of available construction methodologies, the thesis shows that these systems
would be applicable on a Tubed Mega Frame structure with minor adaptions of the
systems.
The floor cycle time, i.e. the time it takes to complete an entire floor before proceeding to
the next level, has a significant importance in determining the construction time of a
skyscraper. For this reason a floor cycle with all activities related to the structural
system and their sequences have been developed for the prototype building. By
determining all the relations that are between activities and using productivities for
estimating their durations it has been possible to evaluate the time it would take to
complete a standard floor. By the use of Microsoft Project the duration of a stated
average floor cycle has been estimated to a little more than 4 days.

Keywords: Tubed Mega Frame, self-compacting concrete, construction methodology,
skyscrapers, advanced formwork systems, floor cycle, construction sequencing, time
planning
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Sammanfattning

Sammanfattning
Som en reaktion på att allt fler människor bor i städer har skyskrapor kommit att växa
sig allt fler och högre. Traditionellt har skyskrapor oftast utnyttjat någon form av kärna
som stomsystem vilken upptar stor yta av våningsplanen. Som en möjlig metod att göra
skyskrapors stomsystem effektivare har Tyréns utvecklat det nya stomsystemet Tubed
Mega Frame. Då detta bärande system ännu inte har använts i någon skyskrapa är det
ett flertal aspekter som inte har blivit studerade och undersökta. En viktig aspekt som är
av stor vikt för systemets konkurrenskraft gentemot mer traditionella system är hur det
skulle gå till att bygga en skyskrapa som använder detta nya stomsystem. Det här
examensarbetet behandlar byggnationsmetodiken för Tubed Mega Frame. Byggnationen
av en prototypbyggnad som använder detta system utvärderades för att koppla
resultaten till en möjlig verklig byggnad.
Att bygga väldigt höga konstruktioner i betong ställer stora krav på betongen som
används, och att ha en effektiv byggnation är också av stor vikt. Betongens
elasticitetsmodul har identifierats som en av de viktigaste egenskaperna för betongen
och därför har detta område studerats djupare. En jämförelse av hur olika normer
beräknar elasticitetsmodulen har gjorts och vilka elasticitetsmoduler det ger. De
betongsammansättningar som har använts i tidigare skyskrapebyggande har studerats
för att se vilka elasticitetsmoduler som kan förväntas. Att pumpa betong till höga höjder
ställer stora krav på betongens pumpbarhet. För att göra detta möjligt är det nödvändigt
att använda självkompakterande betong. Vilka olika sätt som finns tillgängliga för att
styra betongens egenskaper har också studerats. Undersökningarna visar på att det
skulle kunna vara möjligt att med dagens betong och pumpteknologi bygga en skyskrapa
som använder Tubed Mega Frame som bärande system. Med framtida framsteg inom
betongteknologi kan man även förvänta att bättre lämpad teknik kommer att utvecklas.
En skyskrapa med stomsystemet Tubed Mega Frame skulle liksom de flesta av dagens
skyskrapor lämpligtvis byggas med hjälp av självklättrande formsystem, och därigenom
bygga en våning i taget. Studier av teknik och byggnationsmetoder som finns tillgängliga
idag har visat på att dagens teknik skulle vara möjliga att applicera på Tubed Mega
Frame med endast mindre justeringar.
Det som har ett stort inflytande på byggtiden av en skyskrapa är våningscykeltiden,
d.v.s. den tid det tar att bygga en våning innan det är möjligt att fortsätta på nästa. Av
denna anledning har en våningscykel med alla relevanta moment som ingår blivit
bestämd och utvärderad för prototypbyggnaden. Genom att ha klargjort alla relationer
mellan olika aktiviteter och den tid de tar att utföra har det varit möjligt att utvärdera
den tid en hel våningscykel skulle ta. Med hjälp av Microsoft Project har en våningscykel
för en våning som bedömts som representativ för hela prototypbyggnaden kommit att ta
drygt fyra dygn.
Nyckelord: Tubed Mega Frame, självkompakterande betong, byggnationsmetodik,
avancerade formsystem, våningscykel, sekvensering av byggnation
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Notations

Notations
Latin upper case letters
Ecm

Secant modulus of elasticity of concrete [1]

Eci

Tangent modulus of elasticity of concrete [2]

Ec

Secant modulus of elasticity of concrete [3]

Ecc

Tangent modulus of elasticity [4]

Latin lower case letters
fcm

Mean value of concrete cylinder compressive strength [1] [2]

fck

Characteristic compressive cylinder strength [1]

f’c

Specified compressive strength of concrete [3]

fcu,k

Characteristic compressive cubic strength [4]

wc

Density of normal weight concrete [3]

Greek lower case letters
σB

Mean value of concrete cylinder compressive strength

γt

Density of normal weight concrete

[1] Notations according to Eurocode
[2] Notations according to Model Code 2010
[3] Notations according to ACI
[4] Notations according to Chinese code
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1 Introduction

1 Introduction
1.1 Background
High-rise buildings and skyscrapers have become a magnificent element in the modern
urban cities during the last century. What really defines a skyscraper is however vague
and precise definitions are missing. According to Peet (Peet, 2011) there are several
definitions relying on different properties, either focusing on the elevators in the
building or on the structural system. Other institutions as Emporis uses a lower limit of
100 meter architectural height (Emporis, 2014).
Modern skyscrapers, the ones constructed the last decades, have traditionally been built
with either a central core-structure made of concrete or with a tube-in-a-tube structure.
One problem with these kinds of structural system is the low floor space utilization
ratios. A central core consumes a lot of floor space and the utilization ratio for usable
floor space, and thereby the rentable space, is somewhere in the span 60-70% (King,
Lundström, Salovaara, & Severin, 2012). Developing a new and more efficient
supporting structure that uses less floor area would increase the utilization ratio.
Designing new high-rise buildings using a more efficient structural system will also
increase the rentable space in the buildings that makes high-rise buildings more
economical.

1.1.1 Tubed Mega Frame

Tyréns AB is developing a new kind of structural system for high-rise buildings, called
the Tubed Mega Frame. The Tubed Mega Frame is based on several large concrete tubes
which are placed at the perimeter of the building, instead of placing the supporting
structure in the centre as often is done in traditional skyscrapers, see Figure 1.1a).
Placing the tubes in the perimeter of the building results in a lever arm from the tubes to
the centre, which makes the structure more stable compared to core-structures. One of
the major advantages with this structural system is the efficiency thanks to its more
efficient placing of the supporting structure. At the same time it will receive a higher
utilization ratio of the floor space. According to preliminary studies, by using this kind of
supporting structure it could be possible to reach a utilization ratio of 80-90%,
depending on the actual building (Tyréns AB, 2013).

Figure 1.1a) - Simple floor plan
of Tubed Mega Frame concept
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Figure 1.1b) - Floor plan of One
World Trade Center, using a central
core (One WTC, 2014)

To stabilize the tubes, they are connected with each other by large perimeter walls at
some floors. These perimeter walls will be placed with around 10 floors spacing.
Elevators, staircases and installations will preferably be able to be placed inside the
hollow tubes which will make a flexible floor plan that could be varied at different floors
in the building. Figure 1.1b) shows the floor plan of the One World Trade Center in USA,
which is built with a central core structure. This structural system occupies a large area
of each floor plan, and since it is placed in the middle of the building, the flexibility of the
floor area is reduced.
Several prototype models have been made and studied during the developing of the
Tubed Mega Frame. These prototypes have been designed with different heights and
slenderness ratios to get a basic understanding of the behaviour of the structure and a
general picture of the system. One of the prototype buildings, similar to the skyscraper
Ping An Finance Centre that is currently under construction in China, will be used as a
case study in this thesis.

1.1.2 Constructability
During the design phase of a new concept it is important to consider alternative ways to
construct the building, and if changes can be implemented in the design to receive an
efficient construction. Constructability is a relative new term in the construction
industry but has received a lot of attention the last decade. There is no clear universal
definition for what constructability really is, but it refers to the process of making a
project more buildable.
The Constructability Task Force of the Construction Industry Institute (CII) in the USA
defines constructability as “the optimum use of construction knowledge and experience
in planning, design, procurement, and field operations to achieve overall project
objectives” (Construction Industry Institute , 2014). In order to take full advantage the
constructability concept should permit the whole process from the conceptual stage,
through the design until project completion. An important part of constructability is to
improve the construction process by the use of previous experience. This can be done by
simplifying the design, which facilitates the construction. Potential problems are
addressed and, if possible, handled before they have occurred. The construction
shouldn’t be adapted to the design, but the design and construction should be developed
together.
In this thesis the constructability concept is directly or indirectly always present in the
background as the optimum construction methodology is sought for. Constructability is
however not treated more in depth in particular.
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1.2 Aim
This thesis addresses construction methodology for Tubed Mega Frame structures in
high-rise buildings. Since this kind of structural system is a new concept and never has
been built, any work on how to construct these kinds of structures has never previously
been performed. The aim of this thesis is therefore to determine how the Tubed Mega
Frame structures efficiently can be constructed, and during what time frame the
construction could be done. The thesis will also treat concrete properties that are
important to consider when designing buildings using the Tubed Mega Frame concept.
To perform more accurate calculations and receive results that are more comparable
with existing skyscrapers, a prototype building developed by Tyréns is used as a base for
the analysis. The main topics treated in this thesis are the following:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Properties of concrete used in high-rise construction and research about concrete
properties that influence the construction of a Tubed Mega Frame structure.
Available construction equipment and technologies related to the construction of
skyscrapers today.
The possibilities to implement today’s construction technology to the
construction of a Tubed Mega Frame structure.
Time planning, sequencing and evaluation of equipment used for construction of
a specified floor cycle of a prototype building based on the Tubed Mega Frame
concept.
Determination of an overall construction time of the prototype building including
sensitivity analysis.
Video of a 4D-simulation of a floor cycle showing the construction of the
prototype building.

The work done in this thesis will provide knowledge of how the Tubed Mega Frame
efficiently can be constructed and whether its construction is competitive to other
structural systems. Hopefully this thesis will also attract further interest in the system
and serve as a basis for further research and development in the area.
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1.3 Scope and limitations
In the work with this thesis there have been some limitations made, to reduce the work
load and receive a more reasonable scope for a master thesis. The concrete that is
considered is limited to in-situ casted self-compacting concrete, since this kind of
concrete often is used in modern skyscraper construction. The focus is on the parts of
the Tubed Mega Frame that differ from other structural systems used in skyscrapers.
Because of this, only the main structural system will be analysed in this thesis. The
following parts will therefore be disregarded:
·
·
·

Foundation
Installations
Façade

Although the perimeter walls are included in the main structural system and therefore
should be included in the scope of the thesis, the time limit has made that no in-depth
evaluation about the construction has been performed. Regarding construction
equipment, neither hoisting systems nor cranes are looked into in this thesis. These
equipment are important but shouldn’t differ significantly from usual skyscraper
construction.
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2 Method
2.1 Literature studies on construction of high-rise buildings
The work with this thesis was initiated with a general literature study to get an
overview of construction methodologies of skyscrapers and modern concrete
technology for skyscrapers. To acquire some background knowledge of these kinds of
constructions the first step was to look into how skyscrapers have been constructed
historically. The focus of the literature review was to study the different methods that
are used today when constructing high-rise buildings and skyscrapers. This was done to
get a good background knowledge of construction of skyscrapers and to be able to
identify what could be applicable for the prototype building that are studied in this
thesis.
The ways of acquiring the information have primarily been research papers and articles
treating the subjects. Helpful tools to find relevant research papers have been services
such as Google Scholar and Science Direct. In the study of construction methods and
methodologies an important source of knowledge has been to study existing skyscrapers
and how they have been built. Websites of construction equipment manufacturers and
providers have proved useful for getting a good knowledge of available equipment and
their applicability on the Tubed Mega Frame.
The results from the literature study have served as a basis for the development of a
construction methodology and sequencing for the Tubed Mega Frame prototype
building. From the review of today’s construction of skyscraper the methods that were
deemed implementable in the construction of the Tubed Mega Frame skyscraper have
been applied.

2.2 Interviews
As a complement to the literature studies, contacts had been taken with persons that are
specialists in some fields. To get a deeper understanding of the concrete material, Ph.D.
Björn Lagerblad at Swedish Cement and Concrete Research Institute had been
interviewed about minerals affecting the concrete. Manufacturers of construction
equipment have also been interviewed to understand their products more thoroughly.
Technical salesman Andreas Derblom at PERI, a company that produces climbing
formwork, was interviewed. Advanced developer Ph.D. Knut Kasten at Putzmeister,
manufacturer of casting equipment, has been contacted to fully understand the concrete
pumping procedure. Further more, David Chua Kim Huat, associate professor of National
University of Singapore, has been contacted to retrieve productivity data related to Asia.
Unfortunately no answers were received; instead data from the Singaporean Building
and Construction Authority was used.
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2.3 Visualizing of the prototype building
To visualize how a Tubed Mega Frame skyscraper could be constructed, a 3D-model has
been made in Revit. This 3D-model shows the 800 meter prototype building that is used
as the case study, and is based on an ETABS-model provided by Tyréns. The 3D-model
differs slightly compared to the original model in order to have improved
constructability. In the 3D-model of the prototype building, an equal floor height has
been used over its full height.
Planning of the project has been made by collecting relevant productivity data. Then the
construction sequence was scheduled in the computer software Microsoft Project. The
construction sequence relies mainly on logical precedencies but is also dependent on
resource allocation. The MS Project software has allowed for optimization of resource
allocation, i.e. determine when there are resources, e.g. cranes and workers, available for
performing an activity. The schedule is based on the amount of work to be performed
per activity and productivity for the resources used corresponding to the activity. The
productivity data used in the thesis are partly example data from other projects and
partly assumed values. It was necessary to make certain assumption because acquiring
relevant data was proven to be hard. To cope with the uncertain data, a sensitivity
analysis was performed showing how variations in the input data could affect activity
durations and the construction progress. Once the activities and their relations were
determined the critical path method was used to optimize, and reduce, the construction
duration.
To clearly illustrate how the construction of the prototype building would look like the
computer software Navisworks was used. In Navisworks the 3D-model from Revit was
combined with the time schedule from MS Project. By using this software it is possible to
simulate the construction progress over time, a so-called 4D-simulation. To cope with
the time limit and to clarify visualization of a floor cycle of the Tubed Mega Frame, the
4D-simulation only shows the construction of a floor cycle in the middle of the building.
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3 High-rise construction of today
3.1 Concrete properties
All through the 1950’s to the 1980’s, steel structures were used for almost all buildings
rising more than 200 meters. At this time reinforced concrete skyscrapers were seldom
built. In the last two decades these portions have however completely changed and now
reinforced concrete structures are the most commonly used system for high-rise
construction in the world. In 2012 65% of finished buildings with a height of more than
200 meters used reinforced concrete and 26% had a composite structure. Only 2% used
steel as the primary structural material in 2012 (CTBUH, 2013 Issue 1). The transition
the last decades have several explanations were most are related to development in
concrete construction technology. New construction methodologies, new advanced tools
for analyzing and new structural systems have opened many new possibilities.
An important explanation for the increased popularity of reinforced concrete is the
many advances in concrete performance and properties. Until the beginning of the
nineties, regular concrete that needed to be vibrated was the only alternative for highrise structures. When self-compacting concrete could to be used, more possibilities
opened. Since regular concrete has limited flowability, it is hard to pump to high levels,
especially at that time when concrete pumps weren’t as well developed as today.
Sometimes concrete skips were the only alternative to use, which resulted in limited
productivity. High-rise buildings are often heavily reinforced why congested areas of
reinforcement becomes critical when the concrete is casted. Using regular concrete
means that proper vibration is essential for achieving a good concrete quality, which
also means more labor.
High-rise construction sets high demands on concrete strength and elastic modulus, and
traditional concrete have had hard to reach sufficient values. It wasn’t until the
breakthrough of high performance self-compacting concrete (HPSCC) that these
problems were addressed and concrete structures became popular for high-rise
buildings. An alternative to in-situ casted concrete structures is to use prefabricated
concrete elements. Prefabricated elements can today be highly competitive for high-rise
buildings. Using prefabricated elements can provide fast erection and as the elements
can be casted at a plant, greater control of the concrete properties can be achieved.
Prefabricated elements are most suitable and used for residential high-risers where the
main structural system mustn’t necessarily be restricted to a central core. Apartment
dividing walls could instead be used to carry loads and to serve as shear resisting walls.
Today no fully constructed tall skyscraper utilizes prefabricated elements in the primary
structure, but large progresses have been made in this area. For example a tall
skyscraper with prefabricated elements is now under construction in China, and will
have a height of more than 800 meters (Wood, 2012).

3.1.1 Concrete characteristics for high-rise structures
Using concrete in high-rise construction sets a lot of demands on the concrete compared
to normal structures. Tall structures have large compressive loads at the lower parts of
the building which demands concrete with a high compression strength. Slender and tall
7

shapes results in a higher risk of swaying, to prevent swaying a concrete with high
elastic modulus is suitable. The demands on the workability of the concrete are high
since construction works are done at large heights and with heavily reinforced crosssections. Self-compacting concrete is today widely used in skyscraper construction to
simplify the casting procedure and increase the flowability during pumping. The
concrete must not only be high-performing and self-compacting to receive a good result.
It is also important that the concrete properties are kept the same through the whole
construction cycle. Unconsidered variations of the concrete can result in undesirable
differential shrinkage resulting in stresses and a weaker structure. Controlling this is
necessary, which is done by using a reliable concrete plant and testing the concrete
regularly.
This chapter presents the earlier mentioned and fundamental properties of concrete
which is of importance when building skyscrapers. Other properties, such as freezthaw
resistance and chemical resistance, are also important to consider but they have been
omitted in the scope of this thesis.

3.1.1.1 Compressive strength

The compressive strength of the concrete is one of the most crucial factors for the
building of tall structures. The lower part of the structure must be able to take
tremendous loads, both dead loads from the structure above and wind forces. The
vertical bearing systems must not only take the load above but also preferably take the
loads with as small cross-sections as possible to achieve a high ratio of rentable floor
space. Using concrete with high compressive strength makes it possible to reduce the
cross-sections of the bearing structures yet being able to carry the high vertical loads.
Today concrete is divided into classes corresponding to their compressive strength.
Normal concrete ranges from class C35/40 to C55/60 but the Eurocode provides details
of concrete up to class C90/105 (CEN, 2005). These numbers represent the
characteristic compressive strength for a cylindrical test specimen respective a cubic
test specimen. The stated strength is the 28 days compressive strength, i.e. the strength
achieved 28 days after the concrete was casted.
Table 3.1 - Compressive strength in some skyscrapers

Taipei 101
508 meter
Burj Khalifa
828 meter
Petronas Towers
452 meter
Shanghai Tower
632 meter
One World Trade
Center
526 meter

Maximum
concrete
strength
68,9 MPa
80 MPa
80 MPa
70 MPa
96,5 MPa

Comments

Reference

Used to fill steel columns
with concrete
Used in walls up to story
126
Used in columns and core
up to story 23

(KTRT Joint Venture,
2007)
(Putzmeister, 2007A)

(Thornton,
Hungspruke, &
Joseph, 1997)
Used in mega columns up (Ding, Chao, Zhao, &
to story 35
Wu, 2010)
Used in some shear walls (Rahimian & Eilon,
2012)
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The compressive strengths of the concrete used in modern skyscrapers often exceed 80
MPa, as could be seen in Table 3.1 (Tomasetti, Poon, & Hsaio, 2001). Generally higher
buildings needs higher compressive strength but other factors such as structural
systems and concrete volumes also influence these values. The compressive strength is
often varied between the stories in skyscrapers, as the lower floors having higher
compressive loads while upper floors are subjected to lower compressive loads. This
results in lower construction costs and a more efficient construction.

3.1.1.2 Elastic modulus of concrete
The elastic modulus of concrete is together with the compressive strength the most
important property of concrete for these kinds of high-rise structures. The elastic
modulus states the elastic deformations of the concrete and is an indicator of its
stiffness. The higher the elastic modulus is the stiffer the concrete is. The elastic
modulus is mostly dependent on the elasticity of the aggregates and the cement paste of
the concrete. However it is also very important to consider the boundary zone between
the materials and not only the properties of the individual materials. As concrete is a
composite material, the boundary zone is at least as important to consider as the
aggregates itself regarding the elastic modulus (Lagerblad, 2014).

Figure 3.1 - Stress-strain diagram (Civil Engineering Terms, 2011)

The elastic modulus is generally defined as the slope of the curve of a stress-strain
diagram. The slope could however be defined in different ways. It is important to know
whether the elastic modulus is defined by the tangent line or by the secant line since the
result will vary. As can be seen in Figure 3.1, the slope will be different depending on
which method that is used, and thereby also the elastic modulus. If using a tangent
modulus, the inclination will be greater which results in a greater elastic modulus
compared to using a secant modulus. The secant modulus could also vary with different
values, depending on between which points the inclination is measured. These are often
measured between origin and 40% or 45% of the ultimate strength. Measuring at 45%
of ultimate strength will give slightly lower inclination compared to using the 40%,
which then will be noticed as a lower elastic modulus. These variations will be very low
and may be negligible. Different codes use all of the presented methods to calculate the
elastic modulus which makes it hard to perform an accurate comparison.
Since the elastic modulus is dependent on many parameters, it is complicated to
theoretically determine the value. Different construction codes, as Eurocode, American
Concrete Institute (ACI), the Chinese code for Concrete Structures and International
9

Federation for Concrete Structures (fib) have all used empirical and statistical data to
determine their formulas. The formula provided by ACI was determined in 1960 and is
still used to calculate the elastic modulus (Pauw, 1960).
Elastic modulus of concrete according to Eurocode
In Eurocode part 3.1.3 (CEN, 2005) the modulus of elasticity is defined as the secant
modulus from the origin to 40% of the ultimate strength. According to Eurocode the
only factor that is influencing the elastic modulus is the mean value of the concrete
compression strength fcm [MPa]:
,

= 22 ∗

[

Equation 3.1

]

After the elastic modulus has been calculated the value acquired can be increased or
reduced depending on what variety of stone is used as aggregate. If a good aggregate is
used the value could be increased by 20% and using a bad aggregate could reduce the
value by up to 30%, see Table 3.2. Eurocode also mentions that the calculated values
using this formula should be seen as indicated values for general applications. If the
structure is sensitive to deviations from the elastic modulus, a special assessment should
be made (CEN, 2005).
Table 3.2 - Correction factors affecting the Elastic modulus according to Eurocode part
3.1.3 (2) (CEN, 2005)

Basalt
Limestone
Sandstone

Reduction
10%
30%

Increase
20%
-

Elastic modulus of concrete according to Model Code 2010
Model code 2010 for Concrete Structures produced by fib (fib, 2013) is well documented
and based on more parameters compared to the Eurocode. The model code provides a
formula for calculating the tangent modulus, but also presents a correction factor that
can be used to convert the tangent modulus to secant modulus.
= 21,5 ∗ 10 ∗

∗

[

]

Equation 3.2

The αE in the equation above is used to take into account what variety of stone that is
used as aggregate and αE varies between 0,7-1,2, which can be seen in Table 3.3. To
calculate the secant modulus the correction factor α i is multiplied with the tangent
modulus. The αi is never allowed to be greater than 1,0. fcm is given in [MPa] in equations
3.2 and 3.3.
= 0,8 + 0,2 ∗
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< 1,0

Equation 3.3
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Table 3.3 - Correction factors affecting the Elastic modulus according to fib part 5.1.7.2
(fib, 2013)

Basalt
Quartzite
Limestone
Sandstone

Correction factor αE
1,2
1,0
0,9
0,7

Elastic modulus of concrete according to ACI 318-11
The American Concrete Institute (ACI) uses the same formula as was determined
empirically already in 1960 (Pauw, 1960). The formula is based on empirical studies,
and does not take into consideration what variety of stone that is used. However the
density is included in this formula, which partly is dependent on the variety of stone
(American Concrete Institute, 2005). Generally a variety of stone with higher density
also has a higher elastic modulus and vice versa. The concrete strength is inserted in psi
and the density of the concrete wc in lb/ft3, which means that the formula has to be
converted to the SI-metric system in order to be comparable with the other codes. f ’c is
given in [psi] in equation 3.4.
=

,

∗ 33 ∗

[

]

Equation 3.4

The ACI formula calculates the secant elastic modulus between the origin and 45% of
the concrete strength which gives a slightly lower elastic modulus compared to
Eurocode and Model Code 2010. The code states that the actual elastic modulus might
vary up to 20% depending on the aggregate used. If favorable aggregate is used it could
be increased by 20%, and vice versa if unfavorable aggregate is used. Nevertheless, the
code does not give any support to account for these values in the design.
Elastic modulus of concrete according to Chinese code
The Chinese code for design of Concrete Structures uses a formula that is calculating the
tangent modulus (Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development of China, 2010).
This is only valid for low strength concrete, where the tangent modulus is equal to the
initial tangent modulus. This makes it valid up to around C70. If a concrete with a
greater compressive strength is used a field test has to be performed on the concrete
that is actually used.
=

,

,

Equation 3.5
.

The Chinese code uses the characteristic compressive strength of a cube specimen, .
[MPa], which is a higher value than the characteristic strength that is used in the design.
The formula used to determine the correlation between the cubic compressive strength
and the characteristic strength could be found in Appendix A (Cheng & Yan, 2011).
Proposed formula by Noguchi et al. (2009)
What is common for all of the different codes is that they are set up to be used for
designers. Hence the formulas have to be related to parameters that are known at the
design stage, where variety of stone and admixtures are hard to know. As an addition to
the accepted codes, another formula is proposed by authors of a technical paper
published in ACI Structural Journal (Noguchi, Tomosawa, Nemati, Chiaia, & Fantilli,
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2009). The formula they propose is based on the data of 3000 concrete specimens with
known aggregates and admixtures.
=

∗

∗ 3,35 ∗ 10 ∗

,

∗

[

]

Equation 3.6

The proposed formula by Noguchi et al. uses more correction factors compared to the
codes which should imply that a more accurate result is received. The correction factor
k1 consider which variety of stone is used and k2 what admixtures that are used. How
these correction factors vary are presented in Tables 3.4 and 3.5. This formula does not
clearly state whether it was the tangent or secant modulus that was measured when
determining the formula, i.e. it is not clearly stated which type of elastic modulus that is
acquired when using the formula.
Table 3.4 - Correction factors affecting the elastic modulus according to Noguchi et al.

Crushed limestone, Calcined bauxite
Crushed clayslate, Crushed cobble stone
Crushed quartzite, Crushed andesite, Crushed basalt

k1
1,2
1,0
0,95

Table 3.5 - Correction factors affecting the elastic modulus according to Noguchi et al.

Fly ash
Silica fume, Ground Granulated-furnace slag, Fly ash fume
Other than the above

k2
1,1
0,95
1,0

Comparison of calculated elastic modulus between different codes
To study how the different codes vary in their estimation of the elastic modulus, as well
as how they take into account the variety of stone, a comparison is performed. The
comparison is done by calculating the elastic modulus of a concrete with a cylinder
compressive strength of 100 MPa. The result of the comparison can be seen in Table 3.6.
The same variety of stone is affecting the elastic modulus differently depending on
which code that is used. Limestone is stated to decrease the elastic modulus according to
Eurocode and fib MC 2010 by 10%, however the formula by Noguchi et al. states it could
increase the elastic modulus by 20%. For basalt it’s the other way around, Eurocode and
Model Code 2010 state it will increase the elastic modulus by 20%, while Noguchi et al.
states that it will decrease by 5%. The variations might depend on that the formula from
Noguchi et al. has used data from Japan, while the fib MC 2010 and Eurocode have
probably used European specimens which might give rise to variations in properties.
The full calculations can be seen in Appendix A. The calculations for ACI 318-11 are
based on estimated values for how the self-weight of the concrete depending on
different aggregates densities varies with respect to normal weight concrete. The
estimated density for normal weight concrete was set to 2400 kg/m 3 and the variations
in the density according to different aggregates density was estimated to ±3%.
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Table 3.6 – The secant elastic modulus based on different variety of stone according to the
codes for a concrete with 100 MPa compressive strength

Sandstone
Limestone
Quartzite
Basalt

Eurocode
31,4 GPa
40,4 GPa
44,9 GPa
53,9 GPa

Model Code 2010
33,3 GPa
42,8 GPa
47,5 GPa
57,0 GPa

ACI 318-11
49,9 GPa
49,9 GPa
52,2 GPa
54,5 GPa

Noguchi et al.
46,1 GPa
38,7 GPa
41,0 GPa

The results in Table 3.6 show huge differences between the most pessimistic and the
most optimistic code, and how the codes take the variety of stone into consideration.
Since ACI 318-11 doesn’t give any support to reduce the elastic modulus depending on
the variety of stone used, it seems to overestimate the calculated elastic modulus
compared to the other codes. None of the codes state how the elastic modulus may be
affected by using a self-compacting concrete. Due to less usage of larger aggregates in
self-compacting concrete, the elastic modulus of the aggregates are reduced that
possibly results in a lower elastic modulus of the concrete. However, since the elastic
modulus of the concrete is dependent on the combined action of the aggregates, the
fines and the paste. It is therefore hard to predict the elastic modulus of self-compacting
concrete compared to regular concrete. As the values are varying and many aspects of
the concrete mixture are not accounted for, it can be advisable to do tests on the specific
concrete mixture to determine the actual elastic modulus.
When a structure calls for a high elastic modulus it demands a high strength concrete
according to the codes as can be seen above. If, for example, an elastic modulus of 50
GPa is desired the codes requires the use of a concrete with a compressive strength of
more than 100 MPa. The codes are as mentioned all empirical and applicable for most
concrete mixes. None of the codes or the formulas take into consideration what
admixtures are used, even though modern admixtures and fillers can have large impact
on the properties. Following the codes may lead to that an unnecessary high
compressive strength is required to achieve the desired elastic modulus. The designers
and the contractor of One World Trade Center in New York developed a project and site
specific concrete mixture and proved its properties and performance. They were
thereby not bound to use the relationship between compressive strength and elastic
modulus provided in the ACI code. For some special shear walls in One World Trade
Center a concrete mixture with design strength of 83 MPa (at 56 days) and a modulus of
48 GPa were used (BASF Corporation - Admixture Systems, 2012).

3.1.2 Self-compacting Concrete
Modern high-rise construction has been benefitted and made more efficient thanks to
improvements in several areas, such as formwork systems, efficient cranes and hoists.
The improvements that however may have had the largest impact are the advances
made in concrete technology. High performance self-compacting concrete (HPSCC) has
the advantage that, apart from achieving high strength and having a high elastic
modulus, it can easily be pumped and placed. This has made it possible to pump high
quality concrete for long distances and up to high levels more easily.
As an advantage of that, the concrete is self-compacting and no vibrating or surface
levelling are necessary to have a good pour. This saves a lot of manpower while it at the
same time reduces the requirement for qualified workers. It also ensures that the
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concrete fully encloses all reinforcement and that a smooth surface finish is acquired.
With no vibrating of the concrete the noise is also reduced and an improved working
environment is achieved.

Figure 3.2 – Slump-flow test (IRMCA, 2014)

Figure 3.3 - J-Ring test used to assess
passing ability of SSC (Online Civil
Engineering, 2010)

What mainly determine the flowability of fresh concrete are the water-cement ratio and
the ratio of aggregates to cement paste. The higher water content, the better the
concrete flows. Increasing the water-cement ratio has for properties other than
flowability however mostly negative effects. As the water content increases the
compressive strength is reduced, i.e. there is a trade-off between having a concrete with
good flowability and a concrete with high compressive strength. With new effective
water reducers and plasticizers a good flowability can be achieved without adding water
to the concrete mixture.
The workability or flowability of self-compacting concrete can be characterized by three
properties, filling ability, passing ability and separation resistance (EFNARC, 2002). The
filling ability of self-compacting concrete can be measured with several different test
methods. One commonly used simple method of assigning the passing ability and
consistency of a self-compacting concrete mixture is the slump-flow. The slump-flow is
determined in a test where a slump cone is filled with a concrete mixture. The cone is
removed and the concrete is free to spread out over a flat surface. Figure 3.2 illustrates
the setup of a slump-flow test. This test can be compared to the slump test where the
settlement is measured instead of the spread. The slump-flow is the diameter of the
average total spread. Self-compacting concrete should typically have a spread of 510 to
810 mm (EFNARC, 2002) (The Industry Critical Technology Committee on SelfConsolidating Concrete, 2011).
Another relevant aspect which also is related to and affects the performance and
flowability of self-compacting concrete is aggregate sizes. The maximum sizes of the
coarse aggregate must be of the size so it limits the risk of having segregation of the
concrete mixture when having heavily reinforced areas. The ability of a mixture to pass
through reinforcement can be measured with a passing ability test such as the L-box test
and the J-Ring test. The J-Ring test has similar setup to the slump-flow test with the
difference that a ring of rebars is placed around the cone, see Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.4 - Figure illustrating potential problems having large aggregates when pumping
concrete (American Concrete Institute, 2014)

In this test the diameter of the spread is also measured. The difference between the
spread with the slump-flow test and the J-Ring test indicates the passing ability of the
concrete mixture. If large aggregates are used there is a risk of having particles
interlocking and slowing down the flow in the pipe. If the coarse aggregates are slowed
down finer particles and water may pass through resulting in separation. The friction
between the pipe surface and the coarse aggregates can increase in such extent that the
pumping pressure are not enough for moving the concrete. Figure 3.4 illustrates the
potential problem of having too coarse aggregate. Different concrete mixture may be
more or less resistant to separation depending on specific mixture. To avoid problems
with having separation when pumping concrete the maximum size of the crushed or
angular particles should be limited to one third of the smallest inner diameter of the
pumping pipe (American Concrete Institute, 2005). This means that if a pipe with the
inner diameter of 120mm is used no particle should exceed 40mm in size. If the concrete
is to be pumped far the pumpability can be improved by reducing the maximum size of
the coarse aggregate. For the construction of Burj Khalifa a concrete mixture with a
maximum particle size of 14 mm was used up to level 126. Further down larger particles
were used (Putzmeister, 2007B).

3.1.2.1 Modified cements and supplementary materials

Although water, cement and aggregates can by themselves form concrete, other
ingredients are often also included in the mixture. These supplementary additives or
admixtures are used to control and enhance the properties of concrete. By substituting
part of the cement with other materials such as bi-products or waste material from
factories it is also possible to attain a more environmental friendly concrete with a
smaller carbon footprint.
Additives can be separated into two major groups, mineral admixtures and chemical
admixtures. The first group consists of filler materials and puzzolanic materials where
fillers are non-hydraulic materials with small grain sizes. Fillers fill the small spaces in
the cement mixture creating a denser and more homogenous mixture. Fillers can also
contribute to the stability of the cement paste and also improve properties such as the
floatability, bleeding and they may also reduce the risk of having cracks. Common types
of fillers are made out of limestone or quartz (Atkins, Brueckner, & Lambert, 2010).
Puzzolanic materials work in a similar way as fillers but do also react with the cement
and may create an improved hydration. Cement is the common name used for the phase
in concrete that reacts with the water and initiates the hydration that makes the
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concrete mixture harden. Portland cement is the most common cement used but modern
cement mixtures can include other hydraulic cements that work as a substitute or as a
supplement to Portland cement. By using alternative materials the properties of the
concrete can be changed and improved. These alternatives are often industrial rest- or
by-products why they may be a cheaper alternative to Portland cement. All of these
alternative materials are usually called puzzolanic materials (Atkins, Brueckner, &
Lambert, 2010). The most common supplements are nowadays mostly by-products from
heavy industries. The three most common puzzolanic materials and how they affect the
concrete performance are presented below.
Silica Fume
As a by-product from silica and ferrosilicon production, silica fume is obtained. Earlier it
was released out into the atmosphere but has now proven to be valuable as a
supplementary to ordinary cement. It can be used to achieve higher strength and more
dense concrete. It also leads to a more rapid hydration with a faster growth of strength
as a result. Silica fume particles have an average diameter of around 0,1 µm which for a
comparison is around 100 times smaller than cement particles (Kerkhoff, Kosmatka, &
Panarese, 2003). The silica fume is very reactive due to the high surface ratio. Together
with calcium hydroxide the silica fume forms calcium silicate hydrate, which fills all
small cavities and increases the strength of the concrete (Atkins, Brueckner, & Lambert,
2010). Silica fume is a very efficient supplement to improve the compressive strength
and is today widely used in high performance concrete (Lagerblad, 2014). Silica fume is
also suitable for improving the flowability of the concrete yet keeping the concrete
mixture stable (Svensk Byggtjänst, 2000).
Fly ash
Fly ash, or fuel ash, is a by-product of coal power plants and can replace up to 35% of the
cement in a concrete mixture (Atkins, Brueckner, & Lambert, 2010). Using fly ash
reduces the heat of the hydration which slows down the strength growth and gives
longer setting times. Lower heat generation is good for large pours since it reduces the
risk of getting large temperature differences, and thereby the risk of getting temperature
cracks. When a large portion of cement is replaced by fly ash, studies have shown that a
somewhat lower elastic modulus could be obtained for self-compacting concrete
compared to regular concrete. The mentioned studies were performed on concrete with
compressive strength lower than 60 MPa. If the compressive strength increases, the
differences seem to decrease (Xincheng, 2013). In many countries fly ash are today
available in abundant amounts from coal-fired power plants.
Ground Granulated Blast Furnace Slag
The effect of substituting the cement with ground granulated blast furnace slag is similar
to the ones obtained using fly ashes. It reduces the heat of hydration which gives a
slower strength growth, and it also gives longer setting times. Better durability of the
concrete can also be achieved with increased resistance towards chemicals such as
chlorides. Ground granulated blast furnace slag can replace up to 70% of the cement in a
concrete mixture (Kerkhoff, Kosmatka, & Panarese, 2003). This means that if cheap blast
furnace slag is available this can replace large portion of the more expensive cement.
One important consideration to make when using blast furnace slag, as well as the other
puzzolanic materials, is that the chemical composition may slightly vary from plant to
plant, and even from batch to batch, which affects how it reacts with the concrete
mixture.
16
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3.1.2.2 Admixtures

There are admixtures in a wide range of chemical compositions and their effects on the
concrete vary. Usually these admixtures are added to the concrete mixture at the time of
batching. The amounts used are usually small, but deviation from the recommended
amounts can lead to many undesired consequences on the concrete properties. The
admixtures are sorted into classes depending on their function and effect on the
concrete. The admixtures can have an effect either on the fresh concrete, the hardening
concrete or the hardened concrete; alternatively they affect the concrete through several
of its stages. Common types of admixtures are:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Set accelerators
Set retarders
Strength growth accelerators
Water reducers
Separation inhibitors
Superplasticizers

In the following paragraphs the most common and important chemicals admixtures are
accounted for presenting their properties and impact on the concrete.
Retarders and accelerators
These admixtures do what the name suggests, they are used to decrease or accelerate
the setting of the concrete. Set retarders delay the chemical process that makes the
concrete set and thereby shorten the time when the concrete is workable. There are
several reasons why using a set retarder could be suitable. It reduces the effect that high
temperatures have on the setting which may be necessary for concrete works in hot
environments and where the concrete placing takes long time. This is often a problem
when skyscrapers are being built why set retarders are used. One example of this is the
construction of Burj Khalifa in Dubai. The ambient temperatures can in Dubai reach
more than 40°C during daytime and 30°C during the night (Dubai Meteorological Office,
2014). For the casting of the top level, pumping the concrete from ground level took
around 35 minutes and set retarders were needed to achieve enough working time
(Putzmeister, 2007B). Using set retarders will also make the possibility to use concrete
batching plants further away from a construction site. One negative effect of using some
retarders may be that they not only delay the setting of the concrete but also the
strength development of the concrete. When fast construction and progression is strived
after there is important to investigate the strength development before construction can
proceed. Accelerators have the opposite function as retarders and is useful when a fast
setting and strength development is required. In cold climate accelerators can be useful
to achieve proper hydration before the temperature has declined too much.
Water reducers
By using water reducing admixtures a lower water-cement ratio can be obtained
without losing the concretes workability. Water reducing admixtures are available in a
range of varieties with different potencies. By reducing the water content and yet
sustaining the concretes workability a denser cement paste is obtained, which improves
the cement properties in several ways. Regular water reducing admixtures can reduce
the water content in the concrete mixture by around 5-10%. By using water reducers
and not reducing the water content gives a concreter with a larger slump. Using larger
amounts of water reducers may increase the slump loss, i.e. the rate at which the slump
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of the concrete decreases by time before setting, which gives a shorter time to place the
concrete (Kerkhoff, Kosmatka, & Panarese, 2003). Mid-range water reducers can reduce
the water content in the range of 6 to 12%. An advantage of using higher quality water
reducers are that they do not affect the setting time significantly. Mid-range water
reducers are suitable for concrete mixtures that contain supplementary materials, such
as silica fume, and where there are demands on the pumpability and workability. For
high strength concrete or ultra-high strength concrete high-range water reducers are
common. These could reduce the water-cement ratio of up to 30 %. The main benefits
this gives are a high compressive strength and an increased rate of strength gain
(Kerkhoff, Kosmatka, & Panarese, 2003).
Superplasticizer
Superplasticizers are related to water reducers and the definitions overlap with highrange water reducers and are a further development of water reducers. They are used to
improve the rheology of the fresh concrete with low water content, giving it a higher
flowability and workability. In high strength self-compacting concrete, superplasticizers
are today one of the key components. By using high quality superplasticizers the water
content can be lowered by 25-30% achieving water-cement ratios as low as 0,2-0,3
without losing the concretes workability (Xincheng, 2013). By using superplasticizers it
is possible to achieve concrete with large flowability that behaves so fluidly that no
vibration is necessary. This is suitable for heavily reinforced concrete structures with
congested areas of reinforcement or where vibrating is troublesome or undesired.
Concrete with higher flowability also reduces the pressure needed for pumping. The
effect of superplasticizers are mainly temporarily during the stage of fresh concrete and
should not affect the following strength gain once the concrete has set (Kerkhoff,
Kosmatka, & Panarese, 2003).
Today all types of concrete can be achieved by the use of some or several admixtures as
are presented above. When admixtures are used it is extremely important that the doses
recommended by the manufacturers are followed. Severe consequences such as large
problems with bleeding and lower compressive strength than intended can otherwise be
attained. Although the main properties of each admixture are known, there are a lot of
other factors that could affect how the concrete will behave. Different admixtures may
react differently when mixed together with other admixtures and minerals resulting in
unexpected effects. For example can two almost similar concrete mixtures recipes give
large variations on the flowability and have a large impact on the mixtures pumpability
(Kasten, 2011). The condition at site, such as humidity and curing technique can also
have a large impact on the properties of the concrete casted at site. It is for this reason
important that test castings are performed with the intended mixture and at conditions
similar to the ones at site.
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Table 3.7 - Matrix showing how different additives influence different properties
Additives

Typical
materials
(Kerkhoff et.al.,
2003)
Lignossulfonates
Carbohydrates

Consistency

Watercement ratio

Working
time

Strength growth

Compressive
strength

Elastic modulus

Improved
flowability

Reduction of
water content
by 5% to 30%

No effect

No effect

Improved due
to lower
water-cement
ratio

Improved due to
lower watercement ratio

Polycarboxylates
Lignossulfonates
Sulfonated
formaldehyde
Lignin
Sugars
Tartaric acids
and salts

Improved
flowability

Reduction of
water content

No effect

No effect

Improved due to
lower watercement ratio

No effect

No effect

Gives more
time before
the concrete
sets

Some types of
retarders may
reduce initial
strength growth

Improved due
to lower
water-cement
ratio
No effect

Pumping aids

Polymers
Hydrated lime

Improvement
of
pumpability

May retard
the setting
time

No direct effect

Some
pumping aids
may reduce
the strength

No direct effect

Puzzolanic
materials

Silica Fume

No effect

Faster strength
growth

Improvement

Improvement

Fillers

Quartz
Limestone

Improved
flowability
with
maintained
stability of
mixture
Improved
floatability
and stability

Some
pumping aids
may require a
higher watercement ratio
Allows for
lower watercement ratios

Allows for
lower watercement ratios

No effect

Generally no
direct effect

Allows for
higher
strength

Allows for
improved
modulus

Water reducing
additives

Superplasticizers

Retarders

No effect

3.1.3 Hardening of concrete
Hardening of concrete is considered to take place in three stages. The first stage of the
hardening of concrete takes place as soon as the water is mixed with the cement
mixture, which initiates a short period of hydration that lasts for around 15 minutes.
These first 15 minutes are followed by a so called dormant period under which no
further development takes place. It is during the dormant phase the placing should be
done. There is no accepted theory that explains this dormant behavior. However, there
is one popular explanation; in the first initial minutes after mixing, hydration products
precipitates and covers the surface of the cement grains, which halts further chemical
reactions. After some time this covering layer is broken, due to either osmotic pressure
or hydration products building up under the surface of the protective layer and the
hydration process commences once again (Atkins, Brueckner, & Lambert, 2010). During
the second stage the hydration continues and the concrete sets, at this phase the
concrete loses its plasticity. Low strength network is formed and some initial strength is
achieved. The network constitutes of the hardened cement paste and coupling of the
finest particles in the disperse phase.
The third stage is characterized by an initial rapid growth of the penetration resistance
and of the compressive strength. Crystals are formed and when they bond to each other
a strong crystalline network is shaped. The growth of hydrated calcium silicate creates
crystalline networks that further contribute to the strength development. Figure 3.5
shows a graph representing the strength growth of a concrete mixture used as an
example in this thesis. The condition under the third stage when the concrete is curing is
very important for both the speed of the strength development and the quality of the
cured concrete. The two factors that have the largest impact are the temperature and the
moisture content. Higher temperatures mean faster strength development, but if the
temperatures however become too high there is a risk of getting cracks. In order for the
hydration process to stay active it is important that the concrete during the first period
after the casting is kept moist, to ensure there is enough water for the chemical
reactions. If there is a lack of moist or water during the curing, there may be a risk
having only a partial hydration and not reaching up to the intended concrete strength
(Atkins, Brueckner, & Lambert, 2010).

Figure 3.5 - Compression strength [Pa] related to time [days] for f ck = 100 MPa

3.1.4 Crack risks due to heat generation

During curing of concrete there is a large heat generating because of the hydration
process. While the concrete is getting warmer, the concrete is also expanding, which
results in compressive stresses affecting the concrete. When the hydration process
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slows down, the temperature of the concrete decreases and it contracts. During the
contraction phase tensile stresses appear. If the tensile stresses are higher than the
tensile capacity, cracks in the concrete will arise. If there are other concrete structures
surrounding the newly casted concrete part, they may also constrain the possibility of
the concrete to expand and contract, which could give rise to cracks (Jonasson, Wallin, &
Emborg, 2003).
To cope with this kind of cracks, temperature gradients shouldn’t allowed being too
large. The largest temperature gradients are often found between the middle of the
casted concrete and its outer surface. To reduce the risk of cracking and keep the
temperature gradients low, several methods can be considered to reduce the
differences. Methods to reduce the crack risks due to temperature gradients are e.g. to
place cooling pipes inside the casted concrete; to cover the casted concrete carefully to
ensure moisture stays in the concrete and to cast during night times when the outer
temperature are lower (Bernander & Emborg, 1992).
3.1.4.1 Crack risk evaluation by computer program
To easier determine how the risk for cracking will be in specific structures, a program
has been developed by Luleå University of Technology, called CraX (Jonasson, Wallin, &
Emborg, 2003). By inserting some input data about the specific construction that want
to be tested, the spreadsheet determines whether a risk for cracking exists. It also
proposes how it could be prevented. The basic geometry CraX uses is based on casting a
wall placed on an existing bottom plate. The input parameters are the dimensions of the
previously named structures, the temperature of the pouring concrete, the existing
concrete and the surrounding air. Three different concrete strengths with corresponding
water-cement ratios are also possible to choose between when doing the determination.
If CraX determines that a risk for cracking exists, it can also calculate how much cooling
pipes and what temperature of the water that is required to prevent the structure from
cracking.
CraX is a simple program that has some limitations that makes it hard to implement to
the Tubed Mega Frame prototype building used in this thesis. Because of the geometry
constraint, CraX doesn’t allow to estimate the crack risks for geometries similar to the
prototype building. The concrete strengths available in CraX are also too low compared
to what will be used in this building; as stated in section 3.1.1.1 mostly skyscrapers
doesn’t use lower than 80 MPa and the highest concrete strength available in CraX is
C35/45 (Jonasson, Wallin, & Emborg, 2003).
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3.2 Construction Equipment
Historically builders have had very little equipment aiding construction. For very long
time heavy work and lifting has relied of pure muscle power of humans and animals or
sometimes water power. When pulleys were introduced more than 2000 years ago
activities such as lifting were greatly aided (De Decker & Grosjean, 2010). During the
19th century the invention of the steam engine provided for motorized construction
machinery, which further revolutionized the construction industry. Nowadays most
machinery on the construction site is driven by fuel engines, electrical engines and
pneumatic systems. Today machinery is more or less indispensable and every
construction project uses some kind of machinery aiding the construction. Using the
right machinery and equipment are today key elements to having a fast, successful and
cost competitive construction.
To be able to choose the right equipment to use one must have good knowledge of what
technology is offered at the market. The technology is advancing fast in many fields
today and for example the possibility to pump concrete to great heights has greatly
increased the last two decades providing new efficient ways of constructing tall
reinforced concrete structures.

3.2.1 Formwork and scaffolding systems

Formworks and falseworks used during constructions plays an important role in all
types of construction projects both in regard of achieving a good final quality of the
concrete and having a smooth and effective construction. In the construction of high rise
buildings an effective and efficient formwork is of great importance since small
misalignment in the structural members can quickly jeopardize the whole structure.
Falsework is a term used for all temporary structures needed to support a structure
during its construction until it is self-supporting.

3.2.1.1 Basic formwork properties and their impact on production
In these following sections important requirements and how they can be met are
presented followed by more in depth investigations of formwork and scaffolding
systems used for high-rise constructions. The basic requirements of all types of
formwork can be said to be: finished quality, strength, rigidity, tightness of joints,
reusability and simple and fast erection and dismantling.
Finished quality of casted concrete
The main aim for almost every formwork is to get a good result of the finished concrete
both in regard to the defined shape and the finish of the surfaces. Getting large deviances
from the intended shape may quickly result in uneven stress distributions and
unwanted moments. If members carrying vertical loads are not fully straight extra
moments and additional deflections arise. This is especially important to consider in
high-rise construction where continuous offset or misalignment of formwork over
several stories easily can cause severe problems. What surface finish is desired depends
on the exposure of the concrete surface and architectural aspects. The quality of surfaces
of the concrete can also have an impact on the concretes resistance to salts and
chemicals. With the usage of self-compacting concrete a better finish is usually acquired
compared to regular vibrated concrete. Self-compacting concrete reduces problems with
bugholes and areas where the concrete has not flowed sufficiently, which creates bad
surfaces and air-voids (Ready Mixed Concrete Association of Ontario, 2009).
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Strength and rigidity
The strength and rigidity of a formwork is of great importance both in regard of the
quality of the finished concrete and of the safety. Using insufficiently strong formworks
and weak sheathings could lead to that the formwork deforms under the loads it is
subjected to and causes flaws that may be both hard and expensive to fix. In worst case
total failure may occur threatening the construction, the workers and sometimes the
public.
Once the concrete has hardened it can eventually support its own weight and the
formwork can be stripped. Before the concrete has hardened the formwork is subjected
to three types of loads. There is the dead weight of the concrete, a hydrostatic pressure
from the concrete and live loads. The dead weight of the concrete is of greatest concern
casting large span beams and slabs. This put a lot of pressure on the underlying
formwork and falsework. The hydrostatic pressure is caused by the fluid behavior of the
fresh concrete and increases proportionally with the depth of the fresh concrete. For
self-compacting concrete, the hydrostatic pressures are higher than for regular vibrated
concrete as it is more fluid. A common assumption, which however leads to conservative
designs, is that self-compacting concrete induces full hydrostatic pressure on the
formwork (Lange, 2008). The lateral pressure is calculated as the weight of the concrete
times the height. This gives large pressures at the bottom of the formwork and limits the
lift height and sets demands on the strength of the formwork. Live loads include loads
such as workers walking and climbing around on the formwork. During pour, the fresh
concrete also induces impact forces when hitting the form (UNITEC New Zealand
Applied Technology Institute, 2009). The formwork should also be able to take some
accident loads, such as an object that during lift accidently hits the formwork.
The formwork need not only to be strong enough but also rigid enough. The sheathings
must not bulge under the pressure or inaccuracies can appear creating openings in
joints etc. This may affect both the performance of the finished concrete, its durability
and its appearance. Tight joints are especially important when self-compacting concrete
is used; otherwise there may be leakage during the casting procedure. In order to reduce
the risk of leakage fillets and/or sealers can be used.
Mounting, dismantling and reusing
Traditionally formwork has often been made of wood and in-placed build, and was after
stripping often disposed. Building new formwork for every new section is however very
time consuming and also expensive. Modern formworks are therefore today often of a
modular reusable type, and adaptable to different thicknesses and widths etc. Some
modules are easily handled by single workers but others may be that large as they
demand cranes to be handled.
When the casted concrete has cured and reached sufficient strength the formwork can
be stripped. The sheathing’s surface is of importance so it easily comes off the concrete
surface. To make the sheathing release easily it is often covered with some anti-adhesive
film, and before casting it may also be treated with some anti-adhesive agent. For this it
is important to use agents that do not react with or affect the concrete. Usually after the
formworks have been stripped, the sheathings need to be cleaned before they can be
reused. When working at ground level this is not so problematic, but during
construction of high rise buildings cleaning the form will be harder. The sheathings may
need to be hoisted down to ground level for cleaning and many modern sheathing
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materials are developed to need as little cleaning as possible. Using forms that can be
cleaned without needing to be dismantled etc. can save both time and money.
If cranes are used the formwork modules can be quite large. Otherwise it is preferable
that they are of such dimensions and weights so that one or two workers can handle
them. Most formwork is made of steel but to reduce the weight aluminum forms is an
alternative though aluminum forms are more expensive. To easily be able to strip and
move the formwork some manufacturers provides formworks that are mounted on
slides with jack, which makes them easy to move back and forth on the slides.

3.2.1.2 Advanced formwork systems
Modern formwork systems in high rise-construction are highly sophisticated structures.
These systems do not only functions as formwork but offers total solutions for the
structural construction of high-risers. They often include functions such as scaffolding,
working platforms, weather protection etc. Formwork systems of this type can be made
to continuously or stepwise climb upwards as the construction progresses, either by
having a crane lifting the formwork or by self-climbing. For structures that have the
same or similar layouts over the full height, like bridge pylons and cores of high-rise
buildings, these types of formworks are particularly suitable. These systems are
however compared to normal formworks built in-situ more expensive. Though the
formwork itself may have an initial cost many times larger than traditional formwork,
savings made by being able to use the same formwork for a series of floor can make up
for the initial expense. Another advantage by using the same formwork over and over
again is that it leads to a repetitive work cycle. This result in an improved performance
over time as the workers becomes more familiar to their working tasks.
The two largest formwork manufacturers that provide these formwork solutions today
are Peri and Doka. Two major groups of advanced formworks can be distinguished,
crane operated and self-climbing respective. In additions to these systems one can also
distinguish another type that, instead of jumping or climbing from floor to floor,
constantly slowly slides upwards as the concrete is casted (PERI Gmbh Formwork
Scaffolding Engineering, 2008).
Crane-operated climbing formwork
Jump-forms have been used for a long time and prove practical in the way that the
formworks can be used for consecutive concreting casts similar to each other. Once the
formwork has been stripped it can be lifted with the help of a crane and then hooked
and secured at the next level. This saves time, by not needing to completely dismantle
and mantle the formwork at each floor. The formwork is secured to the structure by
anchors casted in the concrete or by a rail that is connected to the structure on which
the formwork can securely be lifted to a consecutive floor.
These systems are relatively cheap since they do not require any built-in climbing
machinery but because of they are lifted by cranes other crane-dependent work may be
interrupted and suspended. This slows down the project progress and may also increase
expenses by having idle workers. The sizes of the formwork modules are limited by the
lifting capacity of available cranes at site. The geometry may also require that many
modules are used for larger structures. Since the modules only can be lifted one at a
time, advancing one level may take some time. Due to these disadvantages crane
operated formworks are seldom used in modern high-rise construction. Crane-operated
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formwork are however highly competitive when it comes to lower high-rise buildings.
Thanks to the lower investment cost of buying or renting this system, compared to selfclimbing formworks, it can prove to be a better and more economical solution.
Automatic climbing formwork
In order to unburden the cranes and thereby allowing them to perform other tasks selfclimbing formworks, or automatic climbing systems (ACS), were developed. These
formwork systems have much in common with crane- operated formworks, but
hydraulic systems with powerful jacks are used to push the formwork upwards as the
work progresses. This makes ACS-systems completely independent from cranes. As with
crane-operated formworks, ACS does not only provide the forms for the concrete but
also platforms for efficient and secure work. Usually the forms have several levels of
platforms. Figure 3.6 shows a schematic figure of one manufacturer’s automatic
climbing formwork. At the top there are platforms for work associated with preparing
for the next casting sequence. These provide easy fitting of the reinforcement bars and

Figure 3.6 – Automatic climbing system from
Peri (Peri, 2014)

Figure 3.7 - Example of high-rise
construction which utilized selfclimbing for erection of the main
structural system (Doka, 2014)

concreting. The formwork surface itself stands on, or are hanging in, rails on which the
forms can be retracted back and forth. This enables fast and simple stripping. When the
forms are retracted there is also room for cleaning the surfaces and treatment with antiadhesive agents. Below additional platforms can be mounted or suspended which are for
post-treatment of the concrete of previous pours. If any bugholes have arisen these can
be fixed and old anchor holes can be filled leaving a smooth finish. Using a self-climbing
form with protection panels provides for a secure workplace (Derblom, 2014). Together
with working platforms this enables a more efficient work with productivity more
similar to work done at ground level. Figure 3.7 shows the construction of the Beetham
Tower West in Liverpool which utilizes a self-climbing formwork for the central core.
The figure is representative for how skyscrapers typically are constructed. A selfclimbing formwork first rises the core followed by the floors and secondary structure
some levels below protected by another set of climbing system. In the figure a climbing
hoist and an externally free standing crane are also visible.
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The climbing system itself has similar appearances for all different manufacturers. The
principal parts in these climbing mechanisms are anchors, railing, form structure and
hydraulic jacks. The anchors are fixed to the ties that are casted into the concrete, either
in walls or in plates. These are then holding the railings on which the form is climbing.
By using rails for climbing the weight of the formwork are distributed over several
anchor levels. It also provides for an easy and secure climb where the formwork is
always secured to the structure by the rails. The rails are always following the climb and
are pushed ahead of the formwork itself. While the rails are lifted by the hydraulic jacks
the formwork is fixed to the anchors. When the rails are in position they are locked on
the anchor and the formwork can grasp the rail instead of the anchors. The jacks can
then push the formwork up along the rails. Peri’s largest climbing system, the Automatic
Climbing System (ACS), uses jacks with capacities of 10 tons each. The formwork can be
pushed up by up to 64 cm in one stroke at a speed of up to 0.5 m/min (PERI Gmbh
Formwork Scaffolding Engineering, 2008).
The hydraulic system that self-climbing formworks utilizes can have different
configurations and strengths. Some systems have fixed hydraulics jacks and some
utilizes portable jacks which are moved around lifting section by section. Using portable
jacks reduces the investment or renting cost compared to fixed, but climbing the form
need to be done in more steps and takes longer time. Figure 3.8 shows a cost
comparison of some of Peri’s different climbing solutions. CB is here a crane operated
formwork, RCS (Rail Climbing system) is a hydraulic climbing system which utilizes
smaller portable jacks. ACS (Automatic Climbing System) is Peri’s most advanced selfclimbing system.

≈ 20

≈ 30-40

Cost

≈ 10

ACS
RCS
CB

Purchase

Operation

Assembly

Construction

Quantity of floor cycles

Figure 3.8 – Total cost differences for Automatic Climbing system (ACS), Rail Climbing
system (RCS) and crane-operated formwork (CB) (Peri, 2010)

As can be seen in this figure both the initial cost and the cost of installing the formwork
systems are most expensive for the ACS system. As the work commences the ACS has
however a lower cycle cost thanks to faster and simpler climbing. This results in that for
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a multi-story high-riser the ACS probably becomes the most economical formwork
solution.
Sliding formworks
Instead of having the formwork climbing one floor at a time, sliding formworks could be
used. Sliding formworks continuously slowly climbs so that the concrete are poured at
the top of the form, meanwhile at the bottom of the form the concrete has achieved such
strength that it can be self-supporting (Redlund Laninge, 2013) (Samuelsson, 2013). As
an alternative to climbing onto rails and anchors, the formwork is pulled up by a
hydraulic system that climbs on steel rods or pipes that are casted inside the concrete.
Sliding formworks have advantages such that casting joints are avoided due to the
continuous pour. This formwork system also makes it possible to achieve a fast progress
of the erection of the concrete structure. A pour can last for days and weeks and a steady
supply of concrete must assured. As the form moves continuously, the reinforcement
needs to be placed during the same time, as well as every unique detail, opening or
adjustment of the form. This makes sliding formworks unsuitable for complicated
structures and is mostly used for simpler structures, such as elevator shafts, silos and
bridge pylons. An example of when a sliding formwork proved very efficient is of the
construction of the 553 meter tall CN Tower in Toronto, Canada, done 1974 to 1976.
When this tower was built the slip form made it possible to raise the tapered tower by
up to 7,3 meter a day (Bickley, 1975). This sliding formwork made it possible to raise
the main core up to a height of 335 meters in only eight months (Sharifi, Zayed, & Baciu,
2006).
Floor plate formwork
Although modern formwork systems are highly sophisticated there is yet no system that
provides automatic climbing of the floor plate formwork. Due to the obvious fact that the
casted plate prevents the used formwork to climb upwards the plate formwork must in
some way be dismantled and lifted around the casted plate to the next level. There are
numerous manufacturers providing a large amount of different types of floor slab forms.
The concepts of all systems are mainly the same and constitutes of three to four parts.
On top there is the plate, usually made of some plastic sheeted or treated plywood, on
which the reinforcement are placed and the concrete poured. These plates are resting on
some type of temporary joists, usually made out of timber, steel or aluminum. These
beams transfer the loads down into props standing on the previously casted floor plate
below. The system can also constitute of so called drop-heads, which provides for easy
adjustment of heights and fast stripping of the form plates.
An important aspect when casting floor plates is to assure that the floor plate below the
props is able to support the overhead floor plate. This is important since the underlying
floor plate has to have achieved enough strength to carry the weight of the not yet selfsupporting floor plate above. This is usually not the case in high rise constructions
where each floor cycle only takes a couple of days, when the newly casted floor plate
might not yet have achieved the required strength.
There are usually two alternatives to deal with these problems, re-shoring and preshoring. The choice of what technique to use depends on at what time the form is
stripped. If the form is stripped at such time that the plate has reach enough strength to
be self-supporting re-shores are used. At this stage the plate is able to support itself, but
may not be able to support the weight of the next level. In this case new or reinstalled
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props are installed after the form plates are stripped, which transfers additional loads to
levels below that have reach higher strength. The number of levels where re-shoring are
necessary is determined by the strength growth of the concrete and what weight that
have to be supported.
By the use of a pre-shoring technique it is possible to strip the forms before the plate are
self-supporting. With this technique the props holding up the forms are left, or replaced,
when the forms are stripped, and partially holding up the plate on top. This means that
faster floor cycles can be achieved, but the re-shoring props may take large loads and
thoroughly analysis should be done of how the loads are transferred to the levels below
(SSFI (Scaffolding, Shoring and Forming Institute Inc.), 2003).

Figure 3.9 - Peri’s skytable solution operated by
crane (Peri, 2014)

Figure 3.10 – RCS Climbing
hoist (Peri, 2014)

The weight and sizes of the forms used determines how they are installed and
transferred from floor to floor. The floor plate’s formworks often consist of smaller
modules that can be handled and installed manually by the laborers. Alternatively larger
tables can be used, but where a crane is required to lift the forms between the floors.
Peri provides a complete table form system, called Skytable, which can have sizes of up
to 120 m2. To move Skytable’s between floors a crane is necessary. When the form is
stripped the Skytable is rolled out through an opening in the façade and is with one
single lift positioned at the new level. Figure 3.9 shows how one table form is lifted from
one floor to another. By using these large modules the formwork of a floor plate can
quickly be put together which is a great advantage when short floor cycle times are
strived after. The disadvantages of using large tables are that the lifting activity occupies
crane time and that the lifting activity is susceptible to the winds. At high altitudes the
wind speeds may prevent the lifting and slow down the whole project. This is especially
important to consider at locations where seasonal storms are frequently occurring.
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Figure 3.11 – Peri’s skydeck, handled manually (Peri, 2014)

By using smaller formwork modules, lifting problems can be avoided by not requiring
cranes to be moved. Thanks to their size they can be handled and completely installed
and stripped by only a few workers. Transferring them from one floor to the next is
performed by a working hoist, or alternatively a special material hoist. Figure 3.10
shows a principle of an external self-climbing hoist that uses similar climbing techniques
as the automatic climbing systems treated in section 3.2.1.2. Compared to older in-situ
built wooden formwork, todays modern plate formwork is simpler to erect and can be
stripped earlier, yet providing high accuracy. Some systems, such as the skydeck
formwork system by Peri, seen in Figure 3.11, have the ability to strip the form surfaces,
deck plates, without having to remove or replace the props. Figure 3.12 shows how
these types of slab formwork were used in the construction of the Burj Khalifa where
four levels of props were utilized (Abdelrazaq, Kim, & Kim, 2008).

Figure 3.12 – Pre-shoring technique used for the construction of the floor plates of Burj
Khalifa (Abdelrazaq, Kim, & Kim, 2008).
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3.2.2 Pumping system

The world record in vertical concrete pumping is 606 meter, and was set at the Burj
Khalifa project in Dubai (CW Staff, 2010). An issue when constructing a high-rise
building is to get concrete to the highest levels during the construction of such buildings.
One way to solve this is not to use concrete as the supporting structure in the top of the
building, and in these parts use steel instead. Pumping concrete to these heights is a
major challenge since there are many obstacles to overcome. The distance and height
give rise to several issues, the pumping pressure needs to be high, the flowing time of
concrete will be long and also the concrete needs to be cooled during the flowing in the
pipe. These issues set high demands on the equipment that are used for casting,
especially the concrete pump and the pipes.

3.2.2.1 Required delivery pressure
Deciding which pump that should be used in a specific project will be affected on how
large the pressure has to be to reach the desired volume output. The delivery pressure is
measured in the outflow from the pump, at the so-called S-valve, and governs what flow
can be achieved. The required pressure is dependent on several factors, where the most
influential factor is the consistency coefficient of the concrete (Weijmers, 2014). The
consistency coefficient of the concrete is representing the viscosity of concrete in
relation to the pipeline and is therefore varying with the concrete recipe.
Calculating the delivery pressure
Putzmeister, one of the larger pump manufacturers, has set up a diagram with different
parameters that are correlated to compute the pumping pressure that is required in a
project (Kasten, 2011). The factors that influence the pumping pressure are flow rate,
total length and the diameter of the pipes and the consistency of the concrete. To get a
more accurate value correction factors are used for curves and couplings. The correction
factors are implemented as an equivalent pipe length, which can be seen in Table 3.8. In
the end of the calculation the pumping height is added to the pressure, four meter height
is considered to be equal to one bar extra pressure.
Table 3.8 - Correction factors for the pipe length (Kasten, 2011)

Elbow radius
1000 mm
281 mm

Large pipe elbow 90°
Pipe elbow 90°
Leaking coupling

Equivalent pipe length
3m
1m
1m

Figure 3.13 shows how the different factors are correlated to each other and makes it
possible to determine the pressure that is required for every specific casting. As a follow
up it is also possible to determine the motor output effect [kW]. When using the diagram
several input parameters are inserted, starting with the factors that are known. Drawing
lines that are parallel to the grid between the inserted parameters will determine the
correlation and hence result in the required pressure. The formulas that the
performance diagram is based on are presented below, and the nomenclature is found in
Table 9 (Kasten, 2011).
=

∗

∗

∗

Equation 3.7
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Table 3.9 – Notations of the variables used in the equations

Motor output
N [kW]
Pressure
p [bar]
Flow rate
Q [m3/h]
Length
L [m]
Consistency coefficient
b [10-6*bar*h/m]
High-rise pumping: Add 0,25 bar per meter of height
When using this diagram or these formulas to calculate the pressure there is very
important to notice that there are some uncertainties. Both the correction factors for the
equivalent pipe lengths and the pumping coefficient are empirical values, and not fully
accurate. However the consistency coefficient is the most uncertain value and hard to
determine accurately, see next page. The result from this performance diagram should
therefore not be used as an optimal solution for how large pumping pressure that is
required for castings. It could however be used as a guideline value and is a good way to
roughly determine the pumping pressure. To be able to determine a more certain
pressure, a test needs to be carried out with the specific concrete mixture. (Kasten,
2011)

Figure 3.13 - Concrete pressure performance diagram with marked examples (black
arrows) (Kasten, 2011)
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Determination of consistency coefficient
The consistency coefficient is very hard to determine and is highly dependent on the
concrete mixture. The concrete mix with aggregate sizes, water-cement ratio, fillers and
added admixtures are all factors that affect the consistency of the concrete. To
theoretically determine the consistency it is possible to use a software program that
calculates the coefficient based on concrete mixture. Another possibility is to perform a
test using a sliding pipe rheometer developed by Putzmeister. It is simulating the flow
characteristics in a small scale pipe and from there assessing the consistency coefficient
(Kasten, 2011).
Even though it is possible to determine the consistency coefficient, the same concrete
mixture can fluctuate with a factor of two, due to divergences in the concrete mixer.
These divergences may depend upon the tolerance fluctuations in the mixer apparatus.
This means that even small changes in the composition of the concrete can have large
effect on the pumping (Kasten, 2011). Dan Weijmers at Swerock has performed a test in
the same issue, by measuring the hydraulic pressure in a concrete pump. During the test
cycle four different batches of concrete were used and all the conditions as type of
concrete, pumping length and pipes remained the same. The measured hydraulic
pressure in the pump varied between 12 MPa as the lowest and 23 MPa as the highest
value (Weijmers, 2014). Weijmers’s research and Kasten’s research gives similar results
and shows that it is hard to determine the pumping pressure accurately.

3.2.2.2 Concrete pumps

The standard option when pumping concrete is to have one or several pumps at ground
level at site. Large projects, as constructing a skyscraper, usually uses a stationary pump
that is connected to a stationary pipe which runs through one shaft of the building and is
connected to a concrete placing boom at the top. When constructing high-rise buildings,
the pumping height sets especially high demands on the concrete pump as it has to
overcome to perform a reasonable output flow despite the great heights.
Available concrete pumps
There are only a few pumps available on the market today that has the capacity to pump
with the required pressure needed in high-rise construction. Common for all concrete
pumps is that increasing the pressure capacity will decrease the output flow, and vice
versa. Putzmeister’s most powerful concrete pump is the BSA 14000 SHP D. It has a
maximum delivery pressure of 32 MPa and at the same time a maximum output of 36
m3/h and has been used in several large construction projects (Putzmeister Concrete
Pumps GmbH, 2014). Another large pump manufacturer is Sany, which has an even
more powerful concrete pump available at the Chinese market. It could produce a
delivery pressure of 50 MPa and at the same time deliver an output of 50 m 3/h (Sany,
2014). One similarity for both Putzmeister’s and Sany’s pumps is that it is possible to
use either a low pressure output or a high pressure output. Switching between these
different pressures makes it possible to change the maximum output flow, which makes
the pumps more flexible. At times when there is no need for a very high pressure, e.g. in
the beginning of the construction phase of a skyscraper, the low delivery pressure can
be used which makes it possible to have a higher output flow.
Staged pumps
If pumping has to be done for long distances or to high levels, it is possible to use staged
pumps. This means that several pumps are used to pump the distance i.e. the first pump
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is pumping concrete to a second pump, which thereafter could pump the concrete to
next pump or pump it into the formwork for casting. By using this method the obstacle
of pumping pressure could be reduced since the required pumping pressure is divided
into smaller parts. However there are some other obstacles when using this method.
Since the concrete pump is very heavy, the floor plan where the second pump will be
placed needs to be special designed to be able to support the loads. It is also important
to ensure that the concrete remains homogenous during the pumping (Weijmers, 2014).
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4 Implementation to the Tubed Mega
Frame
4.1 Description of case study model
The case study model used in this thesis is based on a prototype model provided by
Tyréns. The prototype building is 800 meter high and has 160 floors, where each story is
4,5 meter high. The floor area varies along the height of the building, where the base
plate is 60 m times 60 m, i.e. 3600 m2. From the base up to story 40 the building is
tapering. In between story 40 and 140 the building dimensions are 42 m times 42 m, i.e.
1800 m2. Above story 140 the building is tapering up to a height of 720 meters, where
the buildings highest usable floor plan is. The complete drawings of the prototype
building could be found in Appendix B.
The tapering of the building is done in several dimensions. The tubes are tapering both
in thickness and in dimensions up to the height of 180 meter and at the height above
630 meter. In between these stories, the thicknesses of the tubes are stepwise
decreased. The wall thicknesses of the tubes vary from 1750 mm in the bottom to 200
mm in the top of the building.
At certain stories there are perimeter walls that are connecting the tubes with each
other. These perimeter walls make the building much stiffer since they connect the
tubes well with each other. The dimensions of the perimeter walls vary depending on
where in the building they are. There are around 8 stories between the perimeter walls,
which can be seen in Figure 4.1a). Every second perimeter wall is a large one, varying
between 3 and 5 stories in height, and every second perimeter wall is a small one, one
story high. The thicknesses of the perimeter walls are the same as the thicknesses of the
tube walls at the corresponding story. Floor plans which are occupied by perimeter
walls will be used to set up installations and machinery for elevators etc.
The main elevator shafts and stairs are supposed to be put in the vertical tubes, which
will therefore not occupy the usable floor space. Secondary elevators and staircases will
also be necessary and these will be placed outside the tubes but in the scope of this
thesis they have been omitted. The façade will be made out of prefabricated aluminum
glass panels.
Internal columns will be used to support the floor plates and will be made out of steel.
These steel columns will be shaped as a cylinder and approximately be 300 mm in
diameter. The loads from these columns will be transferred to the tubes at outrigger
floors, why the internal columns only will carry load from at most around 20 floors.
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Figure 4.1b) – Drawing of floor 40
with the internal steel columns

Figure 4.1c) – Drawing of floor 49 with
perimeter walls connecting the tubes

Figure 4.1a) – Elevation drawing of the
prototype building
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4.1.1 3D-model of prototype building

As a complement and extension to the section drawings and the floor plans presented
above a 3D-model has been modelled in Autodesk Revit. This model has been made to
visualize how the construction may look like and for usage in a 4D-simulation. Figure 4.2
below shows the 3D-model prototype building.

Figure 4.2 – 3D-model of the prototype building
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4.2 Concrete
4.2.1 High performance concrete in high-rise structures
To develop the high performance concrete mix recipes required for tall skyscrapers is
difficult. There are many parameters governing the performance of the concrete and it is
hard to theoretically predict how the parameters affect the properties of the concrete all
together. Therefore, developing new concrete recipes requires extensive laboratory
testing. Since site conditions, such as temperature and amount of moisture in the air
vary, it is important to perform field tests to really determine the concrete’s
performance at site. In the scope of this thesis no laboratory testing is performed, why
the concrete used for the prototype building is based on an existing high performance
self-compacting concrete recipe that has been used and has known properties. The
recipe chosen as a basis for the prototype building is a recipe used in the One World
Trade Center in New York. This recipe is chosen due to its high performing properties
and the availability of a detailed recipe.
Table 4.1 - Self-compacting concrete recipe used in One World Trade Center

Self-Compacting Concrete recipe used for the One World Trade Center (BASF
Corporation - Admixture Systems, 2012)
US customary units
Metric system
3
Cement
300
lbs/yd
178
kg/m3
Microsilica
25
lbs/yd3
15
kg/m3
Fly Ash Class F
65
lbs /yd3
39
kg/m3
Slag (Grade 120)
483
lbs/yd3
287
kg/m3
Sand
1370 lbs/yd3
813
kg/m3
Coarse Aggregate (Dolomite)
1640 lbs/yd3
973
kg/m3
Water
270
lbs/yd3
160
kg/m3
Air-Entraining Admixture
HRWR (High Range Water Reducers)
70
oz/yd3
2596
g/m3
Viscosity Modifier
10
oz/yd3
371
g/m3
Hydration Controle Admixture
30
oz/yd3
1112
g/m3
Site added Admixture, HRWR
Adjusted according
Adjusted according to
to circumstances
circumstances
Air Content
<3%
<3%
3
4160 lbs/yd
2468
kg/m3
Total
Slump flow
Water-cementious Ratio
Compressive Strength, f’c @ 56 days
Average Strength @ 56 days

23-27 inch
0,27
14000 psi
16149 psi

58 - 69
0,27
97
111

cm
MPa
MPa

The requirements of the concrete mixture used in One World Trade Center were set high
and in Table 4.1 the recipe is presented. From an engineering point of view a
compressive strength of 97 MPa (14000 psi) was required as well as a modulus of
elasticity of 48 GPa. A maximum heat of hydration was also specified and was not
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allowed to exceed 70°C. From a constructability point of view a good flowability was
required in order to be able to pump the concrete up to certain levels. Apart from these
performance based requirements, the authorities in New York also required some
special sustainability aspects to be fulfilled as well. Recycled materials were to be used
and the concrete wasn´t allowed containing more cement than 240kg/m 3 (BASF
Corporation - Admixture Systems, 2012).
The mixture used a low amount of cement, only around 178 kg/m 3. Up to 71% of the
cement was replaced with puzzolanic materials, such as microsilica, fly ash and slag (US
Concrete, 2013). This fulfilled the requirements of sustainability and recycled materials
and yet also made it possible to achieve a high performing self-compacting concrete.
Using slag instead of cement reduced the heat generated during the hydration and
thereby decreased the risk of receiving heat cracks during the hardening. Both the
reduced heat generation during the hydration as well as usage of fly ash slowed down
the strength growth. The silica fume (microsilica) had an accelerative effect on the
strength growth, although the added amount of silica fume in this recipe was small
compared to the amount of slag and fly ash. This resulted in a concrete that overall grew
strength slower compared to regular concrete. A low amount of water was used in order
to achieve a low water-cement ratio and higher strength. Since this concrete had very
high compressive design strength it still reached substantial strength relatively fast.
Having this low water-cement ratio made the fresh concrete non-viscous, which resulted
in bad workability. To counteract this, and improve the workability of the concrete
making it self-compactable, high range water reducers (HRWR) or superplasticizers
were used. All ingredients were carefully portioned in a ready mix plant, but certain
adjustments of the exact amount of water reducers are done considering the current site
conditions. To slow down the setting of the concrete to have longer time to pump and
place the concrete, cooled water was used. During hot days some of the water was added
in the form of ice (US Concrete, 2013).
The variety of stone used in the mixture was dolomite, a sedimentary rock consisting of
calcium magnesium carbonate. This aggregate has a specific gravity higher than for
example granite and this type of good quality rock were necessary to achieve the desired
elastic modulus. For the top performing concrete recipe stated above aggregate sizes of
20 mm were used. But as the building grew taller the size decreased. For the tallest
levels where concrete were pumped another recipe was used which only contained
aggregates up to 10 mm (US Concrete, 2013). The small aggregates were used to achieve
the necessary rheology for pumping. By decreasing aggregate sizes, the achieved
concrete strengths and elastic modulus is decreasing.

4.2.1.2 Application to the prototype building
Using the One World Trade Center recipe as a benchmark and starting point for a
concrete mixture for usage in the 800 meter prototype building appears reasonable. Its
compressive strength and elastic modulus are in the same range as desired for the
prototype building and it has successfully been used for construction. The two most
distinct differences between the One World Trade Center and the 800 meter prototype
building are the required pumping heights and also the setting and hardening times. For
the 800 meter prototype building similar high performing concrete would probably be
used at higher levels why the concretes rheology and workability would need further
improvement. By using more superplasticizers it might be possible to make it possible to
pump the concrete further up. Retarders might here be necessary to have enough time
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to place the concrete before it starts setting. This is especially important as the location
of this prototype building would probably be in an area with a warmer climate speeding
up the setting and hardening process. For the One World Trade Center no accelerator
was used to speed up the strength growth of the concrete once it had set. This might not
have been necessary due to the weekly long floor cycle used ( American Concrete
Pumping Association, 2011). In the case of the prototype building a faster floor cycle are
strived for. A very short cycle time means that early stripping of the formworks is
necessary. In order to achieve enough strength to be able to strip the formworks early,
puzzolanic materials and admixtures which increase the strength growth may be
indispensable. Regarding the aggregate, a thoroughly study of available aggregate
materials and qualities must be performed. The dolomite used in the One World Trade
Center might not be available where the prototype building will be built. The aggregate
sizes would probably be limited due to heavy reinforcement in certain parts of the
building and the demand for good workability. What impact the aggregate size has on
the performance must be studied. Compared to the requirements for the One World
Trade Center, the concrete for the prototype building might have lesser demands on
sustainability. This gives more freedom to use optimum ingredients from a structural
performance point of view.

4.2.2 Curing time

The curing time of the concrete in high rise buildings is a highly important factor to
consider during the construction sequence. The sooner the concrete is cured, the sooner
stripping is possible and the newly casted concrete can support the working material
above. To determine the curing time of the concrete used in the prototype building the
guidelines in Eurocode has been used. In Eurocode part 3.1.2 a formula for calculating
curing with respect to time is presented (CEN, 2005). The formula is valid for a mean
temperature of 20°C and supports different cement types, which all influence the curing
time. A prerequisite valid for these curing calculations is that the cement type that is
used is in cement class R, which gives raise to the fastest curing time. In cement class R
the cement with highest strength classes and fastest hardening times are found.

4.2.2.1 Curing time of vertical tubes
The calculatiion of the curing time of the vertical tubes is performed based on a concrete
that has a characteristic compressive strength of 100 MPa and cement class R. As seen in
Figure 4.3, at the first two days around 60% of the compressive strength has been
reached. To receive a fast floor cycle of the construction it is interesting to see how high
concrete strength the concrete has obtained after an even shorter time. As seen in Table
4.2 the concrete has reached 45,8 MPa already after one day of curing, which would be
enough to be able to strip the form and shortly thereafter be able to support the next
level of formwork. The full calculations can be found in Appendix C.
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Figure 4.3 - Compression strength [Pa] related to time [days] for f ck = 100 MPa and cement
class R
Table 4.2 - Compression strength [MPa] related to time [days] for f ck = 100 MPa and
cement class R

Days
0,25
0,5
1
1,5
2

Compressive strength, fcm
15,9 MPa
29,5 MPa
45,8 MPa
55,6 MPa
62,4 MPa

4.2.2.2 Curing time of floor plate

The characteristic compressive strength that is considered suitable to be used in the
floor plates is 37 MPa. The same cement class, class R, should be used to speed up the
curing process as much as possible. The result of the calculations is seen in Figure 4.4
and Table 4.3. The floor plate will need to have its formwork supporting the structure
for a longer time, which is discussed in section 4.3.1.2. After one day of curing the floor
plate has reached the concrete strength of 19 MPa, which will be enough strength to
start working and place new steel columns upon it, as long as the formwork still
supports the floor plate. As a comparison, in the Burj Khalifa in Dubai, a lower limit was
set to 15 MPa before stripping of the formwork for the floor plate was allowed
(Abdelrazaq, Kim, & Kim, 2008).

Figure 4.4 - Compression strength [Pa] related to time [days] for f ck = 37 MPa and cement
class R
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Table 4.3 - Compression strength [MPa] related to time [days] for f ck = 37 MPa and cement
class R

Days
0,5
1
1,5
2
2,5
3

Compressive strength, fcm
12,3 MPa
19,1 MPa
23,2 MPa
26,0 MPa
28,1 MPa
29,8 MPa
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4.3 Construction equipment
4.3.1 Formwork evaluation
The formwork decisions play an important role for the construction and affect the speed
of progress. The choice of formwork is the single most important decision determining
the speed and duration of the construction for in-situ cast concrete structures. In the
case of high-rise construction the construction sequence becomes highly repetitive with
many similar floor plans. This makes the total duration of the construction highly
dependable on what time it takes to construct one floor. For the construction of one
floor the formwork for vertical members, such as the tubes, and the floor plate is usually
separated.

4.3.1.1 Formwork of the vertical tubes
Theoretically crane operated forms could be used, but an automatic climbing systems
becomes, even though its larger initial cost, the best alternative due to the time and cost
savings achieved for each cycle. Slip forms are seldom used for normal skyscrapers with
cores due to complicated and varying geometries. For the Tubed Mega Frame it would
however be possible to use slip forms. The tubes have a fairly simple geometry with
basically one opening each floor for elevator doors, though not represented in model.
This makes the tubes resemble bridge pylons for which slip forms are more frequently
used. By using a slip form and having a more continuous pour, a more homogenous
concrete with less casting joints could be achieved. A negative aspect of using sliding
formwork is however the steady flow of large concrete volumes that is required,
especially if all tubes rise together. Having a continuous pour would also mean casting
the concrete both night and day. This may be problematic in regions with large
temperature variances, and could result in troubles with varying setting and hardening
times. The tubes could theoretically be erected faster than using a climbing formwork,
but there is no need to erect the tubes faster than the floor plates. The connection with
the floor plates at each floor would also be more challenging to construct when the form
constantly rises.
The 800 meter prototype building bares a lot of resemblance to traditional skyscrapers
in the sense of the very repetitive floor cycles. However, the large concrete tubes at the
perimeter of the building results in another configuration of the vertical formwork
system compared to a traditional core. Whereas for a central core the vertical formwork
are located altogether and the formwork consist of one unit, so that one floor cycle could
consist of only one lift. In the case of the Tubed Mega Frame, each vertical tube will
require one separate form which adds up to eight climbing forms in total. These could be
joined in pairs or be completely independent, allowing them to rise individually and not
be restrained by delays in other tubes. Figure 4.5 shows the proposed configuration of
the automatic climbing formwork where completely individual forms are used for the
tubes. This is also the configuration that is used for the floor cycle scheduling for the
prototype building. Although the forms of the tubes could be maneuvered individually,
every pair of tubes at each side of the building shares the same resources. This means
that a certain number of crews may first work and cast one tube and thereafter move
over to do the second one. This reduces the number of workers required yet keeping the
floor cycles short. At every change in geometry, both in the change in thickness of the
vertical tubes as well as changes in the overall geometry of the building, there will be
extra work reconstructing the formwork.
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Figure 4.5 - Proposed formwork configuration for prototype building

4.3.1.2 Formwork of the floor plate
For the floor plate there is mainly two formwork systems that can fulfill the desire for
fast erection and early stripping; large table forms, or smaller decks. The table forms are
many times attractive, and preferable, since they each cover a large area and can, if
configured well, give a very fast placing and moving of the forms. For the prototype
building several issues with these types of large table forms arise. As are described in
the literature review in section 3.1.1.2 these forms are handled with cranes and are
rolled out and lifted through the façade. Normally this works well, but with the Tubed
Mega Frame system a large part of the perimeter of the floor plate is blocked by the
tubes, it becomes complicated to get the forms out when stripped. All the secondary
steel columns supporting the floor plates would also be problematic and prevent the
movement of large forms. As the prototype building is very tall, large table forms are
also unsuitable due to high wind speeds.
The most appropriate formwork to use for the floor plate would be smaller decks that
are more adoptable to the surrounding structure. These deck plates should preferably
use a pre-shoring technology, and one example of a suitable formwork system is Peri’s
skydeck. When the form plates are stripped, the props are left to still support the slab
above until it’s fully self-supporting. What numbers of shoring levels to use should be
calculated with regard to the strength growth of the concrete in the plates. Three to four
levels will be used in this project, to be able to support the floor plate for a longer time.
One set of deck plates may suffice for the prototype building but to speed up the
construction two sets of levels are used. This would mean a larger investment or renting
cost for the plate formwork but allows for earlier erection of the floor plate for the next
level. Two levels of deck plates prevent the curing time to be a critical activity in the
project scheduling. The movement of the decks and props between the floors will be
done with an externally climbing hoist. The hoist, as can be seen in Figure 4.6, will climb
on the façade, following the progress of the construction, providing lifting between the
top most floors.
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Figure 4.6 – Climbing hoist for prototype building

In addition to all the concrete formwork another climbing system of protective panels
will follow the construction. The protection panel will not be attached on the tubes, but
instead connected to the edges of the floor plates around the whole building. This panel
will protect the top floors from wind and provide a safe working environment, as it is
preventing workers and material from falling. Secure working environment benefits
productivity, since workers tends to be more careful when they feel insecure which then
slows down work (Derblom, 2014).

4.3.1.3 Connections between vertical tubes and floor plates

One issue with the construction is how to make the connections between the tubes and
the floor plates. To receive a stiff joint the floor plates must be fixed with the tubes. How
to construct the connection must be carefully studied. One problem is how to have
reinforcement through-going the formwork when the floor plate and the tubes are
casted separately. Possible solutions could be to cast brackets on the tubes where the
floor plates can rest and be fixed on. Alternatively so-called rebend connection boxes,
such as CoMax-boxes can be used. Rebend connection boxes have integrated re-bars
where a part of the reinforcement is casted into the concrete, and the other part is
protected in a box close to the formwork surface during the pour. After stripping of the
form the free part of the reinforcement that was protected is easily bent to position and
could be casted into the attaching concrete structure, in this case the floor plate. Figure
4.7 shows an example of a rebend connection box, both when the re-bars are protected
in the box and when they are bent into position. Since the concrete of the tubes and the
floor plates are of different concrete strengths differential shrinkage etc. may create
undesired stresses, which is important to consider.
Figure 4.7 – Rebend connection box, The
back part is casted into the concrete and
the right part resides protected in the box.
Once the form is stripped the box can be
opened and the re-bars bend into position
(Ancon, 2014)
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4.3.2 Pumping concrete evaluation

As presented earlier in section 3.2.2.2 there are at least two different concrete pumps
available on the market which are able to be used in construction of the prototype
building. Calculations performed in this section are done with respect to use of the
Putzmeister concrete pump, that have a maximum pressure of 32 MPa and a maximum
output flow of 71 m3/h. The reason of using this type of pump for calculations is because
it was used in the Burj Khalifa-project in Dubai.

4.3.2.1 Available output flow

As presented in section 3.2.2.1 there are several factors that influence the pumping
pressure. Since the pumping pressure is directly proportional to the output flow, it is of
high interest to calculate the output flows that are possible to receive. This is important
to know to be able to compute how long time it will take to perform the casting at
different levels. Since the input parameters may vary a lot depending on different
factors, the possible output flow will also vary differently depending on which
parameter that is changed. To be able to determine how the output flow varies, a
sensitivity analysis of the pumping procedure has been carried out.
Sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity analysis is made by changing three different input variables one at each
time with reasonable values close to the most expected, and then studying how a change
of one input affects the output flow. A most likely value is chosen, and then four other
values are tested, where two is more optimistic than the most likely and two values are
more pessimistic than the most likely value. The equations that serve as a base for the
calculations is found in section 3.2.2.1. To achieve an accurate sensitivity analysis it is
important that the input factors are reasonable and close to the real target. Since the
most problematic pumping, where the highest pumping pressure is required, is
performed at the top of the building it is where the possible output flow is the lowest. By
this reason the vertical pump length is set to 720 meters and is not changed during the
analysis. Instead are the delivery line diameter, the equivalent total pipe length and the
concrete consistency are chosen as variable factors and changed with reasonable values.
Table 4.4 shows the result of a sensitivity analysis based on the delivery line diameter.
As the most likely value a pipe line of 125 mm has been chosen. The most optimistic
value uses a pipe with a diameter of 150 mm and the most pessimistic uses an 80 mm
pipe line. As shown in the table it’s only a change of +20% and -36% of the pipe line
diameter, but gives an output difference of +73% and -74% respectively. This shows
that the pipe line diameter is affecting the available output flow more than the input
values are changing. As a result of this it’s important to notice that a small pipe line
diameter will reduce the output flow a lot, why a larger pipe line should be chosen to be
able to perform fast casting.
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Table 4.4 - Sensitivity analysis based on delivery line diameter
Putzmeister BSA 14000 SHP D

Optimistic
320

Most
likely
320

Fixed pressure
Input factors
Delivery line diameter
% change
Concrete consistency
Pipe length factors
Horizontal pump length
Vertical pump length
Number of large pipe elbow 90°
Number of pipe elbow 90°
Number of leaking couplings
Equivalent total pipe length
Available output flow
% change

320

Pessimistic
320

320

0,15
20%
2,02E-06

0,14
12%
2,02E-06

0,125
0%
2,02E-06

0,1
-20%
2,02E-06

0,08
-36%
2,02E-06

100
720
10
10
100
960
48
73%

100
720
10
10
100
960
39
40%

100
720
10
10
100
960
28
0%

100
720
10
10
100
960
14
-49%

100
720
10
10
100
960
7
-74%

bar

m3/h

The equivalent total pipe length, as shown in Table 4.5, could vary a lot depending on
how the concrete pump could be placed with respect to the casting place. The shorter
horizontal length as well as the fewer number of turns and leaking couplings will give a
higher available output flow. The estimated changes in the equivalent pipe length don’t
affect the available output flow more than +21% and -17% with similar corresponding
differences in the input factors. These values are estimated to be the most optimistic and
pessimistic values in this project, where it’s noticeable that the equivalent pipe length
doesn’t affect the available output flow that much.
Table 4.5 - Sensitivity analysis based on total pipe length
Putzmeister BSA 14000 SHP
Fixed pressure
Input factors
Delivery line diameter
Concrete consistency
Pipe length factors
Horizontal pump length
Vertical pump length
Number of large pipe 90°
Number of pipe elbow 90°
Number of leaking
couplings
Equivalent total pipe length
% change
Available output flow
% change

Optimistic
320

320

Most likely
320

320

Pessimistic
320
bar

0,125
2,02E-06

0,125
2,02E-06

0,125
2,02E-06

0,125
2,02E-06

0,125
2,02E-06

40
720
4
4
20

70
720
7
7
50

100
720
10
10
100

150
720
13
13
130

200
720
17
17
170

796
-17%
33
21%

868
-10%
31
11%

960
0%
28
0%

1052
10%
25
-9%

1158
21%
23
-17%
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In Table 4.6 it’s shown that the concrete consistency is affecting the output flow much.
Since it is hard to know what consistency the actual concrete chosen in this project has,
the most likely value is chosen as 2,02E-06. It is a low value, but nevertheless the lowest,
which gives the possibility to use an even better concrete. The input difference is set
between -50% and +100% compared to the most likely value, this gives a difference of
the output flow of +100% and -50% respectively. The difference proves that the
concrete consistency is an important parameter affecting the output flow.
Table 4.6 - Sensitivity analysis based on concrete consistency
Putzmeister BSA 14000 SHP D

Optimistic
320

Most
likely
320

Fixed pressure
Input factors
Delivery line diameter
Concrete consistency
% change
Pipe length factors
Horizontal pump length
Vertical pump length
Number of large pipe elbow 90°
Number of pipe elbow 90°
Number of leaking couplings
Equivalent total pipe length
Available output flow
% change

320

Pessimistic
320

320

0,125
1,01E-06
-50%

0,125
1,52E-06
-25%

0,125
2,02E-06
0%

0,125
3,03E-06
50%

0,125
4,04E-06
100%

100
720
10
10
100
960
55
100%

100
720
10
10
100
960
37
33%

100
720
10
10
100
960
28
0%

100
720
10
10
100
960
18
-33%

100
720
10
10
100
960
14
-50%

bar

m3/h

If all the pessimistic values from the pipe diameter, total pipe length and the concrete
consistency occurs at the same time arrangements have to be made to secure the output
flow. At the other hand, if all the optimistic values occur at the same time the output flow
could be increased. However, both the equivalent pipe length and the pipe line diameter
are factors that are possible to control and affect, and could be set as the optimistic
values if it is necessary.
Output flow with respect to building height
During the construction of the building the available output flow will vary along the
construction height. To be able to make a good assumption of casting time for different
levels of the building it’s important to know how the flowing time is varying with the
building height. In Table 4.7 the values are calculated for every 100 meters building
height up to 700 meters. The most likely values from the sensitivity analysis serve as a
basis for the calculations, but it may still be the more optimistic or pessimistic values
that are more realistic.
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Table 4.7 - Available output flow with respect to casting level
Putzmeister BSA
14000 SHP D
Fixed pressure
Input factors
Delivery line
diameter
Concrete
consistency
Pipe length
factors
Horizontal pump
length
Vertical pump
length
Number of large
pipe elbow 90°
Number of pipe
elbow 90°
Number of
leaking couplings
Equivalent total
pipe length

0

100

200

300

370

400

500

600

700 m

320

320

320

320

320

320

320

320

320 bar

0,125

0,125

0,125

0,125

0,125

0,125

0,125

0,125

0,125

2,02E- 2,02E- 2,02E- 2,02E
06
06
06
-06

2,02E
-06

2,02E
-06

2,02E
-06

2,02E
-06

2,02E06

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

0

100

200

300

370

400

500

600

700

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

240

340

440

540

610

640

740

840

940

Available output
flow
Maximum output
flow
% change

253

165

116

86

71

65

50

38

29 m3/h

71

71

71

71

71

71

71

71

71 m3/h

764%

462%

298%

194%

142%

123%

71%

31%

0%

The chosen pump from Putzmeister (BSA 14000 SHP D) has a maximum output flow
capacity of 71 m3/h. This is regardless of the result from the theoretical calculations. As
noticed in the table above, for the first 370 meters the maximum output flow is higher
than the maximum output capacity from the pump, which results in that 71 m 3/h is used
for these levels. Above 370 meter the maximum output flow is decreasing until it
reaches its lowest value at 700 meters. Figure 4.8 shows the corresponding values in a
graph, these values are then used when calculating casting time at different levels in
section 4.4.2.
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Available output flow with respect to casting level

Output flow [m3/h]

250
200
150
Available outflow

100

Maximum capacity
50
0
0

100

200

300
400
Casting level [m]

500

600

700

Figure 4.8 - Available output flow with respect to casting level

4.3.2.2 Configuration of pumping equipment

To have an effective concrete casting procedure, what kind of and what number of
pumping equipment that should be used have to be detailed investigated and
determined. This is made by studying similar projects that already have been performed,
and also by controlling some key factors.
One pumping system consists of a concrete pump, a pipe line and a concrete placer. How
many of these pumping systems that will be used will be determined by the concrete
volumes, pumping capacity and the working range of concrete placers. As a safety
measure, an additional pumping system should be available, at least one extra pipe line
to prevent having interruptions during casting if there is any failure of a pump line. The
magnitude of the concrete volumes will probably not be the parameter that affects the
number of pumps required the most. Most likely it will be the concrete placers that
affect the number of equipment, since their working range will have to cover the whole
construction area.
The concrete placers are located at the top of the building and have a limited working
range. One of the largest concrete placers that Putzmeister has available is the
MX43/47Z (Putzmeister, 2014). The MX43/47Z has a maximum working range of a
radius of 42 meters. To make sure that the mega tubes will be able to be constructed
some floors above the floor plate, the actual working range is accounted to be 20 meters
below the concrete placer. Shown in the diagram, at this level the working range is
reduced to 30 meters. As shown in Figure 4.9a), there will be a need for having three
concrete placers at the bottom floors in the prototype building, to reach over the whole
floor plate. As the building is rising upwards, the tapering will eventually result in that
fewer concrete placers are needed. At the straight part of the building, from level 40 and
upwards, it will only be a need of two concrete placers, as shown in Figure 4.9b). The
small parts of the floor plate in the figures that are not covered by the working range
circles will be covered thanks to the self-compacting concrete, which has the ability to
spread out up to 10 meters horizontally by its own self-weight (Betongindustri, 2012).
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Figure 4.9a) - Concrete placer range,
illustrated by the three circles, at story 0

Figure 4.9b) - Concrete placer range,
illustrated by the two circles, at story 40

The overall configuration will consist of three concrete pumps, three pipe lines and
three concrete placers for the lowest 40 stories. Since there only is need of two concrete
placers from story 41 and above, the third concrete placer can be dismantled once the
40th story is reached and the other two remain in use. The third pump and pipe line can
however still be left at the construction site to be used as a back-up pumping system, if
some issues will arise of the standard ones.
The pipes used in this project could vary, but it is important to choose pipelines that can
handle the high pressure that will arise in the pipes with regard to the high heights.
Since the concrete placers will be placed in the hollow tubes and then climb upwards in
a similar manner as the climbing formwork, it will be suitable to place the pipelines in
the same tubes. Then the pipeline may follow straight after the concrete placer. Having
the pipelines in the tubes will also prevent the sunlight from heating the pipeline and
thereby the pouring concrete. This will reduce the risk of hardening of the concrete
during casting. The concrete placer may not need to climb upwards for every floor,
instead with two or three floors per interval. When the concrete placer is climbing
upwards, the pipes will have to be extended with the same length as the concrete placer
has been climbed.
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4.4 Construction phases
4.4.1 Standard floor cycle
Since the floor cycle is a highly repetitive process that is performed many times it is very
important to determine the floor cycle time to be able to evaluate the total time it takes
to construct a skyscraper. In the floor cycle every activity that needs to be performed on
a certain level in order to proceed to next level is included. This includes all activities
that are related to the structural system, such as install reinforcement and cast concrete.
Activities that are not required to be performed in order to be able to proceed with the
main structural system, such as façade, wall finishes and internal installations are not
included in the standard floor cycle since these activities can be performed later on.
The floor cycle in this thesis is studied and developed for the 800 meter prototype
building and is limited to the construction of the structural system, such as the work
with the tubes and the floor plates as well as their corresponding activities but exactly
the perimeter walls. Each major activity is broken down into sub activities and is
presented in the following paragraphs.

4.4.1.1 Tube cycle

The tube formwork production stages during a tube cycle are visualized in Figure 4.10.
The figure does not show the actual configuration for the tube construction but
visualizes all the stages of the tube formwork during a floor cycle. The sequence starts in
the lower left part of the figure, continuing clockwise. Once the concrete has hardened
enough, the shuttering of the formwork is opened and retracted, as shown in the second
tube. Once this is done the hydraulic jacks can raise the form to the next level which is
shown by the third tube with form counting clock-wise. At tube four the reinforcement
cage is set into position with help by a crane. The reinforcement content in the vertical
tubes is given as two volume percent (Tönseth & Welchermill, 2014). If one single cage
of reinforcement is used for a tube at one level it would weigh close to 18 metric tons,
see Appendix D, which requires a high capacity crane. For the construction scheduling in

Figure 4.10 - Tube cycle break down in separate stages
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this thesis it is assumed that the lifting capacity of the crane is 10 tons, which at this
level means that two lifts are required. Once the reinforcement are properly put into
position and installed the shuttering can be closed preparing the form for concreting,
which is shown in mega tube six in the figure. The last tube shows the concreted tube
and is now in the same stage as the first mega tube in the figure, but one level above.
In order of trying to achieve as fast construction of the tubes as possible separate
working crews and separated teams working with one tube each should be used. In this
way each stage of one tube would be able to be executed as soon as the previous stage is
done, provided the equipment are available. This configuration would however have
some disadvantages, which makes it unsuitable to use for constructing the tubes. One
disadvantage working completely individually with each tube is that it would result in
an excess of workers. The workers would be idle for a long time during the curing of the
concrete and thereby being costly. Since it is also desirable progressing with the tubes
and the floors at the same rate, there would be no gain speeding up the construction of
the tubes if the construction of the floor plates can’t match the same progression rate.
In the construction planning for this prototype building the tubes are said to be
constructed in pairs. This means that a certain team with a set of crews alternates
between two tubes. While one tube is curing, work with the other tube can be
performed. This results in less idle time of the teams yet giving a relatively fast floor
cycle. This strategy would in total require four teams constructing the eight mega tubes.
Two pumps are deemed to be enough why two pairs of tubes would share the same
concrete distribution system making them dependent on each other. A complete list of
activities done during the construction of one mega tube can be seen in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8 - List of activities related to tube construction

Mega tube activities
Preparation for climb formwork
Climb formwork
Lift reinforcement to level
Lift reinforcement into position
Install reinforcement
Mount formwork
Prepare concrete pipes
Pump concrete to distributor
Concrete casting
Curing
Clean pipes
Post-treatment inside
Post-treatment outside
Formwork stripping
Clean formwork

Comments

Reinforcement cages
Includes installation of climbing anchors
Close shuttering panels and sealing of form
Moistening of inner pipe surface with slurry
Pumping concrete from ground level to
working level
Hydration and strength growth
Cleaning pipes from concrete residues
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4.4.1.2 Floor plate cycle

The construction of the tubes will be separated from the construction of the floor plates
and will climb some floors ahead, which lets the schedules be separated except by the
occupation of the cranes and concrete placers. This is done due to two major reasons.
One reason is to avoid getting a too crowded workspace reducing the efficiency and
productivity. The other important reason is that by separating the tubes and the floor
plate some buffer time can be acquired, where one won’t be delayed even if the other
one is. By separating the construction of the tubes and the floor plate one can also say
that the main floor cycle is subdivided into two separate floor cycles where they are not
directly dependent on each other. This gives two individual critical paths in which a
delay in one of the cycles immediately doesn’t result in a delay in the other giving a
smoother overall progress.
Table 4.9 - List of activities related to floor plate

Floor plate activities
Climb protection panels
Erect deck plates
Levelling and sealing of forms
Lift reinforcement to level
Lift reinforcement into position
Install reinforcement
Install plumbing
Prepare concrete pipes
Pump concrete to distributor
Concrete casting
Curing
Clean pipes
Post-treatment
Stripping deck plate
Clean deck plate
Lift deck plates to next level
Remove shoring
Lift shoring to next level
Lift steel columns to floor
Move and fix steel columns into
position

Comments

Sealing joints between deck plates and
boundaries

Installation of through going vertical plumbing
etc. (Horizontal installation installed under
floor plate.)
Moistening of inner pipe surface with slurry
Pumping concrete from ground level to
working level
Hydration and strength growth
Cleaning pipes from concrete residues
On previous floor where forms are stripped
Cleaning followed by application of antiadhesive surface layer(sprayed)
Lift done by externally climbing hoist
Shoring removed four levels down
Lift done by externally climbing hoist
Lift by crane
Using small crawler

A complete list of activities that has to be completed in a floor plate cycle is shown in
Table 4.9. At first the protection panel, described in section 4.3.1.2, is climbed up to the
level where the new floor plate will be casted to protect the working area. When the
lower floor plate has cured enough and gained sufficient strength, it can support the
work on the next level on top with help of shoring props, and the deck plates for the next
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level can be erected. Due to the large floor plate area erecting the deck plates are one of
the most times consuming activities during the floor cycle. It has a large impact on the
total floor cycle time. Once the deck plates are erected they must be controlled and
levelled to assure good accuracy. Joints must be sealed to prevent that no leakage occurs
when the concrete are casted.
After the deck plates have been erected and adjusted the work of placing the
reinforcement can commence. Prefabricated reinforcement are lifted by crane whereas
crews install the reinforcement and place all necessary through-going plumbing. The
casting of the floor plate is performed in one single pour in order to achieve a large
cooperating floor plate. In order to provide for a smooth and homogenous pour both of
the concrete placers are used, which means no casting of the tubes can be done at the
same time. As a result of this it is important to accurately schedule the activities so that
the pumping systems are used effectively and the pumping activities don’t collide.
At this stage, the deck plates at an underlying floor may be stripped and lifted to the new
level with the help of the externally self-climbing hoist, described in section 3.2.1.2, and
shown in Figure 3.10. Since two levels of deck plates are used, the deck plates two levels
down are moved to the top level leaving the other set of deck plates to support the most
recently casted floor a while longer. Because of the top three levels aren’t selfsupporting, the props four levels down are stripped and moved. At the same time as the
decks and props are moved to the top level, the steel columns of the secondary structure
can by crane be lifted up to the top level. Then the columns are placed and installed as
soon as the newly casted floor plate has cured enough, in this schedule it is 24 hours
after casting. Once the columns have started to be installed the floor plate deck plates
can be erected once again and a complete floor cycle is reached.

4.4.1.3 Perimeter walls

The design and construction of the perimeter walls have the same complex of problems
as the connection of the floor plates with the tubes mentioned earlier. In the case with
the perimeter walls, the importance of doing the connection between the tubes and the
perimeter walls properly is a key concern. Since most of the loads from the floors above
are completely carried by the perimeter walls and transferred out to the mega tubes.
The design of the connections must enable for a suitable way of constructing the
perimeter walls. There are two main strategies of constructing the tubes depending on
of how the connections are designed. Either the perimeter walls are constructed at the
same time as the tubes, or the perimeter walls are constructed afterwards.
If the tubes and the perimeter walls must be constructed and casted together, it would
result in that the progress of the construction of the tubes, and indirectly the floor
plates, must be stopped as the walls are casted. In order to enable the construction,
modifications and adjustments of the mega tube forms must be done. Due to the large
size and weight of the walls a strong formwork and falsework must be installed to
support the whole span between the interconnecting tubes until the walls are selfsupporting. Doing all this, setting the construction of the tubes and floors on hold, might
be very time consuming. In total the construction of all the perimeter walls would
prolong the whole construction notable. If a solution of how to connect the perimeter
walls to the tubes afterwards would be developed, large time savings could be made.
This would mean that the floor cycles could continue uninterrupted by the construction
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of the perimeter walls. Table 4.10 lists the major activities in the construction of a
perimeter wall if it is done after and separately from the standard floor cycle.
Table 4.10 - List of activities related to perimeter walls

Major activities related to the
Comments
construction of the perimeter walls
Install falsework
To support the form and the weight of the
perimeter wall until they are self-supporting
Install formwork
Could incl. adjustment to tube forms
Lift reinforcement to level
In the form of prefab. cages as large possible
Install reinforcement
Concrete casting
Curing
Stripping of forms
Remove formwork and falsework
Lifting the formwork and falsework to
another position or back to the ground

4.4.1.4 General activities

In addition to the mega tube and floor plate activities stated above, which are done at
each floor cycle there is also some other major activities. These are not bound to follow
the standard floor cycle, but are nonetheless important in the construction of the
structure. These activities are listed below in Table 4.11.
Table 4.11 - List of general activities

General activities related to
erection of primary structure
Climb crane 1
Climb crane 2
Climb concrete placer 1
Climb concrete placer 2
Elongate pumping pipes
Elongate hoists
Lift façade panels into position
and mount
Rebuild of forms at level 40
Rebuild forms at level 140

Comments

Hoists moving people and material up and
down the building

Going from slanted geometry to straight
Going from straight geometry to slanted

The cranes that will be used will have to rise together with the building. No matter if free
standing tower cranes braced at the exterior of the building or smaller top-cranes
climbing in some internal shaft are used, the crane heights are somewhat bound to the
building heights. During the climbing the crane is set inoperable why it is preferable to
climb the cranes more seldom than the mega tubes, and rising it several stories at a time.
The climb would have to be scheduled during times when the cranes are idle or
alternatively put some lifting activity on hold.
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Climbing of the pumping placers and elongation of the pumping pipes have to be done
more frequently than the cranes. The concrete placers won’t necessarily need to climb at
each floor cycle but since the working range is limited the concrete placers need to climb
rather frequently. Having a large free drop of the concrete could also increase the risk of
having segregation and put more pressure on the formwork (Betongindustri, 2012).
The hoists used for transporting people and material up and down the building also
need to be elongated as the building rises. This may be required to be done for every
floor, but by having two separate hoisting systems one can always be kept functioning
while others are elongated. Some systems also allows for the hoist core to be elongated
by adding a new module at the top without affecting the functionality of the hoists
below.
What is not covered in the standard floor cycle is what happens when the forms need to
be adjusted when the geometries changes. As the building rises, the thicknesses of the
mega tubes are step-wise reduced at which points the form must be adjusted. The
required adjustments are repositioning of the shuttering gallows and the shuttering
panels are replaced by smaller ones. As the building geometry changes from slanted to
straight at level 40, and from straight to slant again at level 140, major rebuilds are
required. Rebuilding the forms would probably take at least a week and slow down the
construction of the structure (Derblom, 2014).
The façade will preferably consist of prefabricated aluminum and glass panels. These
panels are installed by having a crane lifting them one by one into position and then
fixing them to the structure. Since the façade panels require cranes to be lifted into
position it may interfere with the lifting activities on the standard floor cycles. In order
to avoid these clashes in crane usage it can be necessary to use additional cranes. The
façade should not be installed too soon after the concrete has been casted allowing any
initial shrinkage etc. to settle. In the construction of the Burj Khalifa the installation of
the façade panels were not initiated before the structure core had reached level 130
(Burj Khalifa, 2014). Having early installation of the façade is however desirable to allow
and protect internal work with surface finishes and installations.

4.4.2 Planning and scheduling in MS Project

To facilitate planning and scheduling of construction projects there are today many
commercial scheduling software available. Examples of programs commonly used by
contractors are Primavera and Microsoft Project (Fiori, Knutson, Mayo, & Schexnayder,
2009). These software can assist the user in several areas such as to clearly being able to
visualize the project schedule, keeping track of relations and durations of activities and
resource management. The most common scheduling software also allows the schedule
to be exported into simulation software such as Autodesk Navisworks. Combine with a
3D-model this enables the project to be 4D-modelled and the progress of the
construction can be simulated. To aid the development of a floor cycle schedule for the
800 meter prototype building in this thesis the MS Project software is used. The
following paragraphs states how MS Project is utilized, and explains what and why
certain functions are used. The floor cycle time is related to the building geometries and
the height at to which material needs to be lifted. This means that the floor cycle time is
constantly changing through the height of the building. In the scope of this thesis there is
not room to study each individual floor. Instead one intermediate floor, deemed to be
representative for most floors, is chosen and studied more in depth. Here level 56 is
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chosen for the construction of the tubes followed by the floor plate at level 52, which is
constructed four levels below, as is described in section 4.4.1.2. These levels are both
located at the straight part of the building and are uninterrupted by stories with
perimeter walls. The tubes are at this level also 1,25 meters thick, which is the largest
thickness for the straight part of the tubes, why this is the floor level that the concrete
volumes will affect the floor cycle the most.
Table 4.12 - Spreadsheet showing the productivities, number of resources and durations
of each activity for the mega tubes

All the durations of the activities studied is related to the amount of work to be done in
the activity and the productivity rate at which the work is done. The estimation of the
durations of the activities has been done in Excel. The data for the mega tubes can be
seen in Table 4.12 and the productivity data for the floor plate is shown in Table 4.13.
The complete productivity data of all activities in the floor cycle can be found in
Appendix F. The calculations of the amounts of concrete, reinforcement and exposed
surfaces have been done in MathCad and these calculations can be found in Appendix D.
The calculations are based on the geometries specified in section 4.1.1. The productivity
data is partly extracted from example data from the Singaporean Building and
Construction Authority (BCA, 2012). Example of data that’s been taken from the BCA are
installation of reinforcement, post-treatments of formworks and cleaning of formworks.
The productivity data related to formwork climbing, mounting and stripping have been
given by the manufacturer Peri (Derblom, 2014). The speed of lifting reinforcement to
level may look very specific, but is based on an equation that consider the height of each
level and the lifting speed of a crane. The equation does also assume that a maximum of
10 000 kg lifting capacity is possible for the crane, why the total duration is rounded off
up to even 10 000 kg. The casting rate has been determined based in the result in section
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4.3.2.1, i.e. it will vary depending on the casting level. For activities where productivity
data could not be found, assumptions have been made. Due to unreliable productivity
data, a sensitivity analysis is done in section 4.4.4 to see how variations in the
productivity rates affect the floor cycle. On top of all productivity calculations the overall
working speed is slowed down due to that every resource is assumed to only work 50
minutes per hour, to account for breaks etc.
Table 4.13 - Spreadsheet showing the productivities, number of resources and durations
for each activity for the floor plate

The productivity data in Table 4.13 that is used for the construction of the floor plate is
determined similarly as the productivity data of the mega tubes. The productivity data
regarding erecting, levelling and stripping of deck plates for the casting of the floor plate
has been evaluated in collaboration with the manufacturer Peri (Derblom, 2014). Lifting
of columns to floor level has been determined by the same method as for the lifting of
reinforcement.
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Figure 4.11 - Gantt chart showing activities, duration and precedence of a pair of tubes

One of the most popular tools to illustrate the schedule of a project is to use a bar chart,
also called Gantt chart. This illustrates the activities in the form of bars, where the length
of the bar represents the duration of the activity. These bars are placed along a time line
axis corresponding to when they are planned. Figure 4.11 shows the Gantt chart
developed for the construction of the tubes at level 56. In the left part of the figure the
activity name is shown and in the chart the arrows shows the sequences of the activities.
On the right side of the bars the production resources assigned to the activity can be
seen. Since the construction of the tubes are done in pairs, only one pair of tubes Gantt
charts of the eight tubes are shown in the figure. The Gantt charts for the other pairs of
tubes have similar appearances. The overall Gantt chart for the whole construction cycle
of level 56 can be seen in Appendix G.
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Figure 4.12 - Gantt chart showing activities, duration and precedence of the floor plate

Even though both the tubes and the floor plates are included in a standard floor the
construction are mostly unrelated except that both share the same crane and concrete
placers. Figure 4.12 shows the Gantt chart corresponding to the cycle schedule for the
floor plate at level 52 with the activities listed at the left. The reason why the bars are in
red in this figure is due to that these activities belong to the so called critical path. The
concept of the critical path is explained in section 4.4.2.1.
Another way of presenting the precedencies in a sequence more clearly is to use a
precedence diagram. A precedence diagram shows all the activities connected with
arrows that show relations between activities and makes it, as the name insinuates, easy
to follow precedencies. Another advantage with using this kind of method is that it is
easier to present other relationships than finish-start, where the precedent activity
starts as soon as possible after the first is completed. In Figure 4.13 the precedence
diagram for a pair of tubes is presented. To ensure that the crew of workers are working
first with one of the tubes and thereafter the second, the precedencies are set up
between some of the activities. These are lifting the reinforcement into position, install
the reinforcement, mount the formwork and cast the concrete. In Appendix H a
precedence diagram of floor level 56 is presented, where the critical is determined.

Figure 4.13 - Precedence diagram of a pair of tubes

4.4.2.1 Iteration process

When all the relations between the activities have been determined together with the
productivity, the duration of the whole floor cycle can be calculated. Determining and
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optimizing the floor cycle time is an iterative process. The speed of production is related
to the number of assigned resources to each activity. Resources referes in this case to
workers and equipments in the forms of crews, supervisors, cranes etc. More assigned
resources means higher productivty, but with a productivity loss of 5% for each added
crew of workers. This is done since the crews are not only helping each other, they are
also slowing each other down a bit because they share the same working area. If there
are no productivity losses by adding extra crews, it would theoretically be possible to
add as many resources as needed and then get a very short process (Chua Kim Huat,
2013).
Planning and sequencing a project will give rise to several set of activities that is
constrained with each other by precedencies and working time. One of the sets of
activities will constrain the project from its start to its end, and is therefore called the
critical path. These are the activities that will delay the whole project if one of them are
delayed, and is therefore the activites that will be most controlled during the
construction. Activitites that is not included in the critical path, may be delayed without
delaying the end of the overall project. In the iteration process made during the planning
of the project, priority was to assign more resources to the activitites that are included
in the critical path (Chua Kim Huat, 2013).

Figure 4.14 – Gantt chart of the floor cycle before adding resources, the red path shows
the critical path

Figure 4.14 shows the Gantt chart of the floor cycle before the iteration process began,
when the productivities of all activities were initially set to low values. At this stage the
complete floor cycle took a little more than 8 days, given that work can be performed at
all hours. Four days for a floor cycle is used as a goal during this iterative process. As
seen in the figure, the critical path, red marked in the figure, would according to MS
Project be the construction of the eighth mega tube. At the same time the first mega tube
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will only take 3,8 days to construct. This shows us that the number of resources and
their productivity is enough to reach the goal of four days floor cycle. What instead
makes the critical path located at the eighth mega tube is that the overall assigned
resources in the project are too few, which is why the eighth mega tube is delayed.
Adding more resources to the project would make it possible to work with all tubes
simultaneously, hence speed up the project.
What also is problematic in this first scheduling is the long time of the construction of
the floor plate. Even though it is not the set of activities that constitute the critical path
at the first iteration, it will however be the critical path as soon as more resources are
added overall to the project. Because each activity is assigned low numbers of resources
in the productivity spreadsheet, the activity’s duration is constrained in MS Project, even
though more resources are assigned. To shorten the floor plate cycle time the number of
resources and therefore the duration of each activity is changed in the spreadsheet and
then implemented to MS Project. The final version of the spreadsheet was shown in
Table 4.12 and 4.13 in the previous section, and the first version where the initial
productivity data were studied can be found in Appendix E. When adjusting the floor
plate cycle the main goal is to achieve the same construction time as for the mega tube
cycle, to be able to have an as effective floor cycle as possible. The new and more
efficient floor cycle was determined to be 4,1 days, and is presented in the next section.

4.4.2.2 Critical path of prototype building
In Figure 4.15 the determined construction cycle based on the productivity data showed
in section 4.4.2 is presented in a Gantt chart. The overall floor cycle time is determined
to be 4,1 days, where the construction of the floor plate and installation of the secondary
steel columns are the constraining activities, hence the critical path. During the
construction phase the critical path will have to be especially monitored to prevent it
from be delayed, since it would delay the whole construction time. The construction
time of a single mega tube is now determined to be around 3 days, where the fastest is
2,25 days and the slowest 3,65 days. The differences occur due to the limitations in
number of working crews, which makes the MS Project prioritize the resources and
spread it out over the cycle. The total duration for completing all mega tubes is 3,8 days,
which is close to the floor plate cycle 4,1 days and makes the overall floor cycle as
effectively planned as possible. A complete Gantt chart of the whole floor cycle for level
56 is found in Appendix G.
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Figure 4.15 – Gantt chart of the final determined floor cycle.

4.4.3 Sensitivity analysis of the floor plan cycle

Since a lot of the productivity values used in the construction planning are estimated or
assumed values, a sensitivity analysis is performed to study how changes in the
durations of some critical activities affect the total construction time. Five activities that
have a large impact on the floor cycle and have some unsure productivity data was
chosen to determine the sensitivity of. These are curing of tubes, erecting and levelling
of deck plates, installation of reinforcement in the floor plate, casting of the floor plate
and curing of the floor plate. Erecting and levelling of deck plates is in this section
combined to one activity since they are highly dependent and take around similar time.
This activity may also change in duration since it is dependent on exactly what kind of
formwork that is chosen, and how fast it is to erect. The installation of reinforcement in
floor plate is also unsure since the amount is assumed. The casting rate and the curing
time may also vary dependent on what concrete that is used in different parts of the
building, it may not be necessary to have the same concrete strength through the whole
building. All the activities are evaluated by both shorten their durations by 15% and
30% as well as extending their durations by 15% and 30%. In Table 4.14 the changed
durations of the activities are presented, with the original duration showed in column
“±0%”.
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Table 4.14 – List of activities and their duration, when changing of a factor between -30%
and +30%

-30%
Curing of tubes
16,8
Erect deck plates
13,1
Levelling of deck plates
12,2
Install reinforcement in floor 12,8
plate
Casting of floor plate
4,6
Curing of floor plates
16,8

-15%
20,4
15,9
14,8
15,5

±0%
24,0
18,7
17,4
18,3

+15%
27,6
21,5
20,0
21,0

+30%
31,2
24,3
22,6
23,8

hours
hours
hours
hours

5,6
20,4

6,5
24,0

7,5
27,6

8,5
31,2

hours
hours

The new durations for each of the named activities were then inserted in MS Project
each at a time to be able to determine how each affects the total time of the whole floor
cycle. The result of the new total floor cycle time is presented in Table 4.15, and the
difference calculated in percentage compared to the original construction time is shown
in Table 4.16.
Table 4.15 - Result of sensitivity analysis showed as total construction time in days

Curing of tubes
Erect and levelling of deck
plates
Install reinforcement in floor
plate
Casting of floor plate
Curing of floor plates
All of above

-30%
4,10
3,92

-15%
4,10
3,96

±0%
4,10
4,10

+15%
4,10
4,19

+30%
4,10
4,30

days
days

3,94

3,99

4,10

4,25

4,33

days

4,04
4,04
3,72

4,07
4,04
3,88

4,10
4,10
4,10

4,14
4,25
4,49

4,19
4,40
4,91

days
days
days

Table 4.16 - Result of sensitivity analysis showed as percentage differences compared to
total construction time

Curing of tubes
Erect and levelling of deck
plates
Install reinforcement in
floor plate
Casting of floor plate
Curing of floor plates
All of above

-30%
0,0%
-4,4%

-15%
0,0%
-3,4%

±0%
0,0%
0,0%

+15%
0,0%
+2,2%

+30%
0,0%
+4,9%

-3,9%

-2,7%

0,0%

+3,7%

+5,6%

-1,5%
-1,5%
-9,3%

-0,7%
-1,5%
-5,4%

0,0%
0,0%
0,0%

+1,0%
+3,7%
+9,5%

+2,2%
+7,3%
+19,8%

Several interesting aspects were noticed from the result. One was that the curing time of
the tubes didn’t affect the total floor cycle time at all using this span of divergence, which
is because it doesn’t affects the critical path at these low additional percentages. If the
same calculations had been made with greater divergences, the curing time of the tubes
could have become the critical activities and affecting the total time. Since the other four
activities are included in the critical path of the project, a decreased duration time of
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these activities would also shorten the total time with some percentages. In the same
manner these activities would also increase the total time if they are increased. The
activity that affects the floor cycle time the most is the curing of floor plate, and
thereafter the installation of the reinforcement.
As an extra sensitivity control, the effects of varying all of these activities altogether, i.e.
they occur simultaneously, are studied. What’s interesting to note is that increasing the
duration of all activities by 30% would delay the total time by 20%, at the same time as
decreasing the duration of all activities by 30% only speed up the total time by 10%. The
reason of this result is because when all the activities are decreased at the same time,
another part of the floor cycle would become the critical path, in this case the
construction of the mega tubes.
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4.5 Estimated construction time of prototype building
In the previous section one standard floor cycle of floor level 56 is analyzed and the
construction time evaluated. However, since the overall geometry of the prototype
building is tapering in two sections, and the tubes are decreasing in dimensions through
the height of the building, the amount of material will be different at each floor. The
hauling time will also vary along with the height of the building, which results in longer
time to get the material up to the top level. To be able to evaluate an approximated
construction time of the whole prototype building, the construction time of floor 1, floor
40, floor 140 and floor 160 have been determined based on the same productivity data
and methods used in section 4.4.The determined construction times of the named floors
are seen in Table 4.17.
Table 4.17 - Construction time of floor 1, floor 40, floor 140 and floor 160

Floor 1
Floor 40
Floor 140
Floor 160

Construction time
6,58 days
4,05 days
4,55 days
2,51 days

Floor 1, 40, 140 and 160 has been used for the evaluation since they are placed in the
parts of the building where the geometry changes. At some levels between these floors
also the thickness of the vertical tube will change, but are not considered in this
estimation. These floors are then used to determine the mean value of the construction
time for the intermediate floors, which can be seen in Table 4.18. The mean values for
the intermediate floors are not perfectly accurate, but can serve as a guiding value based
on the approximations made.
Table 4.18 - Mean value construction time for floors

Mean value construction time
Floor 1-40
Floor 41-140
Floor 141-160
Total construction time

5,32 days
4,30 days
3,53 days
5,32*40+4,3*100+3,53*20=713,4 days

Number of
floors
40
100
20

Total construction time of the overall structural system, except the perimeter walls, for
the prototype building is estimated to 713 days. To be able to reach this time the
construction process will have to be constantly ongoing without stops. It should
however be noticed that the perimeter walls are not included in this time estimation, but
they may cause interruptions in the construction cycle, as mentioned in section 4.4.1.3.
In this total construction time all kinds of delays for changing the geometry of the
formwork at certain levels are also disregarded, as well as some additional time for
climbing the crane and the concrete placers. These activities may however be able to
perform in the time span of the regular floor cycle and therefore not delay the overall
construction time.
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4.6 4D Simulation of the prototype building
Managers and contractors have for long time been bound to use methods such as the
Gantt chart and precedence diagrams to visualize and communicate schedules. These
offer many opportunities but might be hard to interpret. Today’s powerful computers
and elaborated software have opened new opportunities of communicating schedules.
By combining 3D-models of projects with the construction schedules it is possible to
visualize each stage in the construction process in the form of a video, or a 4Dsimulation, where the fourth dimension is time. This can clarify in which order certain
things are done and how different stages will look like. The level of detail in the
simulation can be varied according to which purpose the simulation has. If only an
overview of the major activities and stages of the construction are desired a 4Dsimulation can be kept simple only showing how the floors and walls rise etc. If complex
installations are to be illustrated it is possible to simulate how each screw or bolt are put
into position.
To get a better picture of how a floor cycle of the prototype building could look like a 4Dsimulation is performed. This 4D-simulation is done in the software Navisworks, and
combines the 3D Revit model of the building and the floor cycle schedule made in MS
Project. The 3D-model is stripped down prior to when it is implemented into
Navisworks to make it look like it would under construction of the main structural
system. The simulation is done in Navisworks timeliner where activities in the MS
Project schedule is linked to corresponding elements in the 3D-model. In order to
simulate the climb of the formworks and the movements of the crane the built-in
animator tool is utilized. The animations made are then linked to a corresponding
activity in the schedule. When the simulation is performed the animation is then
triggered at the time the activity commences. This makes the formworks slide upwards
as the climbing activity starts.
Figure 4.16 and 4.17 show rendered 3D-pictures of the construction site during
construction of level 56. Figure 4.18-4.22 show snapshots from the 4D-simulation that
has been performed.
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Figure 4.16 – Construction of vertical tubes viewed from a newly casted floor plate

Figure 4.17 – Overview of the protection panel, the ACS-formwork for each tube and the
RCS climbing hoist
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Figure 4.18 – Formworks have started to climb to the next level

Figure 4.19 – Ongoing reinforcement installation in the tubes (marked green), and
reinforcement installed in one tube
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4 Implementation to the Tubed Mega Frame

Figure 4.20 – Three tubes casted, installation of reinforcement under progress

Figure 4.21 – Casting of tubes on hold while the floor plate is cast
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Figure 4.22 - Tubes and floor plate finished, steel columns are placed
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5 Discussion and conclusions
5.1 Discussion
During the progress of the thesis some problems have occurred that have affected the
results in some aspects. These problems are related to the unknown location of the
prototype building, literature research and to get in contact with experts in the subject.
In this section some interesting results are discussed.
The missing out of a known location for where the Tubed Mega Frame structure can be
built has affected the progress of the thesis in several aspects. If there had been a special
location a more in-depth analysis had been possible to perform since some parameters
could have been researched based on local values. Local aspects were now to be
disregarded and a more global study was made, which affected the in-depth analysis.
One parameter that could have affected the concrete properties, which variety of
aggregate that are available in different regions could have been researched. In some
regions there may be some variety of aggregate that are hard to found, and then cannot
be used in the concrete recipe. However, since the available variety of aggregate wasn’t
known, no limitations were set based on this. Also, for the productivity data that were
used for the productivity building couldn’t either be specified based on a location.
Different regions in the world use different ratios of workers compared to machineries
based on different costs that leads to different productivities around the world. If there
had been a known location the productivities could have been more in-depth researched
and the construction time would have been more adapted to the location.
The comparison between the elastic modulus calculated according to different codes
that was performed showed differences in the attained values. The differences show
weaknesses with the empirical formulas used to estimate the elastic modulus, which
code that reflect the reality best is unsure. Because of this it is of importance to test the
specific concrete mixture that will be used in this building to ensure the elastic modulus.
The comparison however shows that it is, according to the codes, possible to receive an
elastic modulus of 50 GPa using 100 MPa compressive strength concrete.
The concrete recipe used in the analysis was chosen partly because the concrete mixture
fulfilled the demands that have been stated and partly because it was possible to find.
However, the original intention was to use a concrete recipe from where more data
could have been extracted, such as strength gain formula, would’ve been included in the
research. In the frontier of high-performing self-compacting concrete each individual
ingredient and its portion has such large effect on the concrete mixture that theoretical
conclusions is hard to make. Because of this it would have benefitted the thesis if a
recipe with relevant data had been found.
Because of no strength gain formula or graph was found for the concrete recipe used in
the thesis, specific curing calculations were not possible to perform, instead the
formulas in Eurocode 2 were used. These formulas may however not be fully applicable
for high performing self-compacting concrete. If a simple assumption that the strength
growth is proportional to the characteristic strength is made, a 100 MPa concrete would
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have gain twice the strength compared to a 50 MPa concrete during the same time
frame.
To handle the insecure productivity data a sensitivity analysis was done to see what
impact varying productivity data would have on the results. Preferable it would
nevertheless have been desirable having access to better and more reliable data. For
future research it would be an advantage collaborating with a contractor with
experience from high-rise construction. The development of the sequencing of the floor
cycle activities has mostly been based on logical precedencies. Some relations, like how
the climb of a form is executed, were hard to state the exact logical dependencies for,
and guidelines etc. from manufacturers were then helpful. The sequencing of the major
activities, such as how the construction of the tubes is related to the construction of the
floor plates is based on literature reviews. In the sequencing some activities are
completely unrelated to others, which results in a certain freedom regarding the
planning of the activities in the floor cycle schedule. In the overall sequencing some
relations and activities could have been missed, but what is valid for the floor cycle is
that it only handles activities and resources at the top floors of the construction, and not
at ground level. The schedule should however be reasonable, why the floor cycle time is
plausible and probably in the right region of time. The floor cycle time is assumed to be
representative for a non-tapered standard floor without outrigger walls. Since a large
portion of the prototype building is tapered and many floors include outrigger walls the
average floor cycle time should probably be increased. The estimation of the total
construction time doesn’t cope with these effects, but takes into account the different
areas of the floor plans.
The construction simulation does visualize the floor cycle quite thoroughly but contains
some simplifications. It was intended to show the floor cycle exactly as it would be
performed but to save time the focus were put on showing the main construction phases
and how the formworks would climb.
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5.2 Conclusions
Summarizing the work done and results achieved in this thesis have resulted in several
conclusions related to the construction methodology of the Tubed Mega Frame. The
concrete studies done in the literature review shows that modern concrete technology
can fulfil the requirements this new type of structural system would have. It is possible
to achieve as high elastic modulus of the concrete as 50 GPa. The high performance selfcompacting concrete used for the construction of One World Trade Centre confirms this
claim. To be able to pump concrete up to levels further than 600 meters seem possible.
No particular reason why it wouldn’t be possible to pump the concrete more than 700
meters vertically has been found. The main things governing whether it would be
possible or not are what pumps that are used and the setting time of the concrete. The
conclusion becomes that today’s concrete technology should be applicable.
Concerning the problem regarding how to practically construct the mega tubes, no
special issues have been detected compared to a traditional central core. Today available
self-climbing formwork system can be used and the only major difference is that the
Tubed Mega Frame system would require more but smaller formwork system. Each tube
requires its own formwork system. The construction of the floor plate can be
constructed very similar to traditional core-based skyscrapers. The tubes might
however prevent the usage of large form tables due to that the mega tubes hinder the
placement and removal of the tables. Smaller deck forms would for this work be
advisable.
The floor cycle sequencing study and scheduling resulted in, after optimizing iterations,
that a standard floor cycle would take 4,1 days to construct. The standard floor cycle is
stated as a floor at the straight part of the building containing no perimeter walls. The
floor cycle time is of course dependent on the geometries on the floor but is otherwise
increased with increased height. Taking into account the insecure productivity data, the
sensitivity analysis resulted in a 30% variation that corresponds to a time span of 3,72
to 4,91 days for a standard floor cycle. When the construction of all floors was
approximated the total construction time became 713 days, or nearly two years. This is a
rather fast construction time but includes only the time it takes to construct the Tubed
Mega Frame structure for this prototype building. The construction of the foundation or
application of façade elements as well as all subsequent internal work is not included.
A final conclusion on the results is that even though the Tubed Mega Frame structural
system is a new concept of constructing skyscrapers, there is nothing stopping it from
being constructed with today’s technology. This makes the concept to be a real
competitor to a more traditional structural system for skyscrapers.
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5.3 Further research
The thesis has covered many parts of construction methodology but some parts have
been disregarded. In future research it would therefore be appropriate to study these
parts and see how they affect the construction. One of the things to look into could be
how secondary elevator shafts and staircases could be placed and constructed in
cooperation with the standard floor. Other parts are of course the foundation, façade
and all internal work. These are however dependent on factors such as location and
intended use of the building and this research is dependent further development of the
Tubed Mega Frame structural concept. Many details are yet to be planned for and
designed before further research can be done. Without a known location it is also hard
to estimate a complete construction time of the building since contacts with contractors
have to be made to be able to determine accurate productivity data. At the time when
this is known, the complete construction time could easier be determined with this
thesis used as a basis for the calculations. A natural continuation of the construction
planning is to add another dimension to the plans, making a 5D-model, and include an
economical perspective on the construction.
One topic that in itself is an interesting and relevant part to study is how to best
construct the perimeter walls. In this study the connection joints would be one of the
most interesting parts. Is it possible to cast the perimeter walls after the tube or does it
have to be casted together to receive the required stiffness of the connection? The size of
the perimeter walls will make them very heavy and supporting the formwork during
casting would be a major issue that needs to be studied more. With these issues in mind,
it might be suitable to study an alternative structural system for connecting the tubes,
which might be easier to construct than the perimeter walls proposed in the prototype
building.
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Comparison of diffrent methods of calculating
the elastic modulus of concrete.
Input data
The elastic modulus is, depending on formula, calculated by the use of the compressive strength and in
some cases also the unit weight of the concrete.
fck := 100
∆f := 8

Given in MPa

fcm := fck + ∆f = 108

MPa

γc := 2400

Given in kg/m3

MPa

According to Eurocode 2, part 1-1

Eurocode SS-EN 1992-1-1:2005
In chapter 3.1.3 the following relationship is given:

 fcm 
EcmEuroNormal := 22⋅ 

 10 

0.3

= 44.921

GPa

Ecm is the approximated elastic modulus of the secant value between the origin and 0.4fcm
The achieved value is for "normal" quartzite ballast. If other types of ballasts are used the value may be slightly adjusted.
If lime- or stone aggregates is used the value should be reduced by 10% and 30% respectively. If basalt aggregates is
used the value may be increased by 20%.

Adjusted values
Basalt aggregates (20% increase):

EcmEuroBasalt := EcmEuroNormal⋅ 1.2 = 53.905

GPa

Limestone aggregates (10% reduction):

EcmEuroLime := EcmEuroNormal⋅ 0.9 = 40.429

GPa

Sandstone aggregate (30% reduction):

EcmEuroSand := EcmEuroNormal⋅ 0.7 = 31.445
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GPa

American Concrete Institute (ACI) - ACI 318-11 p.111
Valid for values of

wcb between 90 and 160 lb/ft3 (1440 to 2560 kg/m2)

ACI calculates the secant value for 0,45f c', characteristic value of concrete
To cope with the different aggregate weights, a new concrete density is calculated based on normal density

γnormal := 2400

Normal density concrete

percent := 0.35

Weight percentage aggregate

percent⋅ γnormal = 840

kg

kg
3

m

γaggregate := 2700

3

m

kg
3

m

Given
Guess

kg

x := 1000

3

m

γnormal ( x) = γaggregate⋅ percent + x⋅ ( 1 − percent)
γrest := Find ( x) →

2238.4615384615384615⋅ kg
3

m

γaggregate.new := 2900

kg
3

m

3 kg
3

γtotal.new := percent⋅ γaggregate.new + ( 1 − percent) ⋅ γrest = 2.47 × 10
γtotal.new :=

γtotal.new
kg

Aggregate density [kg/m3 ]
Basalt
2900
Quartzite
2700
Limestone
2500
Sandstone
2500

m

3

= 2.47 × 10

3

m

wc := γtotal.new⋅ 0.0624 = 154.128
fcm.psi := fcm⋅ 145.0377 = 1.566 × 10

Converts kg/m3 to lb/ft3

4

Converts MPa to psi

( )

1.5
EcACI :=  wc
⋅ 33⋅ fcm.psi ⋅ psi = 54.489 GPa


Depending on type of ballast the value of the elastic modulus varies with +-20% of the attained value.
These values are not allowed to be accounted for in the design.
Favourable ballast (20% increase)

4

EcACI.pos. := EcACI⋅ 1.2 = 6.539 × 10 ⋅ MPa
Unfavourable ballast (20% reduction)

4

EcACI.neg := EcACI⋅ 0.8 = 4.359 × 10 ⋅ MPa
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Chinese Code for Concrete Structures
Converting the characteristic compressive strength to characteristic cubic compressive strength, this formula calculates the
tangent value of the elastic modulus.

αc1 :=

0.76 if fck ≤ 50

0.76 + 0.06 ⋅ f − 50  if 50 < f ≤ 80

( ck )
ck
30

0.82 otherwise
αc2 :=

1.0 if fck ≤ 40
αc1 = 0.82

1.0 − 0.13 ⋅ f − 40  if 40 < f ≤ 80

( ck )
ck
40


αc2 = 0.87

0.87 otherwise
fck
fcu.k :=
= 159.288
0.88⋅ αc1⋅ αc2
10

Ec.Chinese :=

2.2 +

2

34.7

= 41.359

This formula is valid only when the concrete strength is low.
Then the tangent modulus is approximately the equal to the
initial tangent modulus. If stronger concrete is used, a field
test must be performed.

GPa

fcu.k

International Federation for Structural Concrete
Model code for concrete structures 2010
Section 5.1.7.2 p. 82
3

Ec0 := 21.5⋅ 10

αE
1.20 Basalt, dense limestone aggregates
1.0 Quartzite aggregates
0.9 Limestone aggregates
0.7 Sandstone aggregates

MPa

αE := 1.0
Mean value of the tangent modulus

 fcm 
Ec.FIB.tangent := Ec0⋅ αE⋅ 

 10 

1
3
4

= 4.752 × 10

MPa

Secant modulus
fcm
αi := 0.8 + 0.2⋅
= 1.045
88
Ec.FIB.secant :=

Ec.FIB.tangent⋅ αi if αi ≤ 1.0
Ec.FIB.tangent otherwise

Ec.FIB.secant = 4.752 × 10

4

MPa
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A Practical Equation for Elastic Modulus of Concrete
by T. Noguchi, F. Tomosawa, K. Nemati, B. Chiaia, A. Fantilli
Technical paper ACI Structural Journal
September 2009

k1 := 0.95

k1
1.20 Crushed Limestone, Calcined Bauxite
1.00 Crushed Clayslate, Crushed Cobble Stone
0.95 Crushed Quartzitic Aggregate, Crushed Andesite, Crushed Basalt

k2 := 1.0

k2
1.10 Fly ash
0.95 Silica Fume, Ground Granulated-furnace Slag, Fly ash fume
1.00 Addition other than the above

σB := fcm
γt :=

γtotal.new

Based on the same aggregate weights as for ACI

1000
2

1
3

 γt   σB 
4
Ec.Noguchi := k1⋅ k2⋅ 3.35⋅ 10 ⋅ 
 ⋅   = 4.1 × 10
 2.4   60 
4
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MPa
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Appendix B – Drawings of prototype building

Elevation view, in meters
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Floor plan at base level, in millimeters

Floor 40

Floor 49 with perimeter walls
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Floor 138

Floor 140 with perimeter walls

Floor 160
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Curing calculation of vertical tubes
According to Eurocode part 3.1.2 (6)

fck := 100MPa
∆f := 8MPa
fcm := fck + ∆f = 108⋅ MPa
s := 0.2

Cement class R
Cement class N
Cement class S

1 
 
 
2 
s⋅ 1−  28  
t
βcc ( t) := e    

s
0,2
0,25
0,38

Cement class R is used when Cement 52,5 N or R is used

fcm( t) := βcc ( t) ⋅ fcm

Cement class R

8

1×10

7

fcm( 0.25) = 15.887⋅ MPa

7

fcm( 0.5) = 29.532⋅ MPa

8×10
6×10
fcm ( t)

fcm( 1) = 45.779⋅ MPa

7

4×10

fcm( 1.5) = 55.592⋅ MPa

7

2×10

0

fcm( 2) = 62.415⋅ MPa
0

2

4

6

8

10

t
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Curing calculation of floor plate
According to Eurocode part 3.1.2 (6)

fck := 37MPa
∆f := 8MPa
fcm := fck + ∆f = 45⋅ MPa
s := 0.2

Cement class R
Cement class N
Cement class S

1 
 
 
2 
s⋅ 1−  28  
t
βcc ( t) := e    

s
0,2
0,25
0,38

Cement class R is used when Cement 52,5 N or R is used

fcm( t) := βcc ( t) ⋅ fcm

Cement class R

7

5×10

fcm( 0.5) = 12.305⋅ MPa

7

4×10

fcm( 1) = 19.075⋅ MPa

7

fcm( 1.5) = 23.163⋅ MPa

7

fcm( 2) = 26.006⋅ MPa

7

fcm( 2.5) = 28.144⋅ MPa

3×10
fcm ( t)
2×10
1×10

0

fcm( 3) = 29.834⋅ MPa
0

2

4

6

8

10

t
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Appendix D – Surface and volume calculations
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Calculations of concreting volume and reinforcement amount
for floor 1, 40, 140 and 160
Calculations for determining approximate concrete volumes to be used for calculations of concreting
durations.
Calculations performed from the bottom and upwards at floor with characteristic volumes.
Slanted column at level 1 and level 160 are for simplicity calculated as straight.

Constant values
Floor height:

h := 4.5m

Floor plate thickness:

fpt := 0.22m

Density of
steel:

ρre := 7800

kg
3

m

Floor 1
Tube wall thickness:

wt.1 := 1.75m

Tube width:

tw.1 := 6m
td.1 := 8m

Tube depth:

(

)

2

Tube cross section area:

cs1 := 2⋅ tw.1 + td.1 ⋅ wt.1 = 49 m

Tube volume:

tV1 := cs1⋅ h = 220.5⋅ m

Volume tube reinforcement:

rVt.1 := 2%⋅ tV1 = 4.41⋅ m

Weight tube reinforcement:

rWt.1 := rVt.1⋅ ρre = 3.44 × 10 kg

Floor area:

3
3

2 volume percent, according to
Thesis of Vertical Tube Design

4

(

)(

)

3 2

fa.1 := 58m⋅ 58m − 8⋅  tw.1 + wt.1 ⋅ td.1 + wt.1 ... = 2.814 × 10 m


w
+ − tw.1 + wt.1 ⋅ t.1

2



(

)



3

Floor volume:

fV1 := fa.1⋅ fpt = 619.025⋅ m

Volume floor reinforcement:

rVf.1 := fV1⋅ 2.5% = 15.476⋅ m

Weight floor reinforcement:

rWf.1 := rVf.1⋅ ρre = 1.207 × 10 kg

Cross section perimeter:

csp.o.1 := tw.1 + td.1 + 2⋅ wt.1 ⋅ 2 = 35 m

3

2.5 volume percent, assumed

5

(
)
csp.i.1 := ( tw.1 + td.1 − 2⋅ wt.1) ⋅ 2 = 21 m

100

Tube face:

2

tfo := csp.o.1⋅ h = 157.5 m
2

tfi := csp.i.1⋅ h = 94.5 m

Floor 40
Tube wall thickness:

wt.40 := 1.25m

Tube width:

tw.40 := 4m
td.40 := 6m

Tube depth:

(

)

2

Tube cross section area:

cs40 := 2⋅ tw.40 + td.40 ⋅ wt.40 = 25 m

Tube volume:

tV40 := cs40⋅ h = 112.5⋅ m

Volume tube reinforcement:

rVt.40 := 2%⋅ tV40 = 2.25⋅ m

Weight tube reinforcement:

rWt.40 := rVt.40⋅ ρre = 1.755 × 10 kg

Floor area:

3
3

2 volume percent, according to
Thesis of Vertical Tube Design

4

(

)(

)



(

)



3

Floor volume:

fV40 := fa.40⋅ fpt = 326.865⋅ m

Volume floor reinforcement:

rVf.40 := fV40⋅ 2.5% = 8.172⋅ m
4
rWf.40 := rVf.40⋅ ρre = 6.374 × 10 kg

Weight floor reinforcement:

3 2

fa.40 := 42m⋅ 42m − 8⋅  tw.40 + wt.40 ⋅ td.40 + wt.40 ... = 1.486 × 10 m


w
+ − tw.40 + wt.40 ⋅ t.40

2

3

(
(

)
)

Cross section perimeter:

csp.o.40 := tw.40 + td.40 + 2⋅ wt.40 ⋅ 2 = 25 m
csp.i.40 := tw.40 + td.40 − 2⋅ wt.40 ⋅ 2 = 15 m

Tube face:

tfo := csp.o.40⋅ h = 112.5 m

2

2

tfi := csp.i.40⋅ h = 67.5 m

Floor 140
Tube wall thickness:

wt.140 := 0.3m

Tube width:

tw.140 := 4m

Tube depth:

td.140 := 6m

101

2.5 volume percent, assumed

(

)

2

Tube cross section area:

cs140 := 2⋅ tw.140 + td.140 ⋅ wt.140 = 6 m

Tube volume:

tV140 := cs140⋅ h = 27⋅ m

Volume tube reinforcement:

rVt.140 := 2%⋅ tV140 = 0.54⋅ m

Weight tube reinforcement:

rWt.140 := rVt.140⋅ ρre = 4.212 × 10 kg

Floor area:

3
3

2 volume percent, according to
Thesis of Vertical Tube Design

3

(

)(

)

3 2

fa.140 := 42m⋅ 42m − 8⋅  tw.140 + wt.140 ⋅ td.140 + wt.140 ... = 1.552 × 10 m


w
+ − tw.140 + wt.140 ⋅ t.140

2



(

)



3

Floor volume:

fV140 := fa.140⋅ fpt = 341.537⋅ m

Volume floor reinforcement:

rVf.140 := fV140⋅ 2.5% = 8.538⋅ m

Weight floor reinforcement:

rWf.140 := rVf.140⋅ ρre = 6.66 × 10 kg

Cross section perimeter:

csp.o.140 := tw.140 + td.140 + 2⋅ wt.140 ⋅ 2 = 21.2 m
csp.i.140 := tw.140 + td.140 − 2⋅ wt.140 ⋅ 2 = 18.8 m

Tube face:

tfo := csp.o.140⋅ h = 95.4 m

3

2.5 volume percent, assumed

4

(
(

)
)

2

2

tfi := csp.i.140⋅ h = 84.6 m

Floor 160
Tube wall thickness:

wt.160 := 0.2m

Tube width:

tw.160 := 2m
td.160 := 2m

Tube depth:

(

)

2

Tube cross section area:

cs160 := 2⋅ tw.160 + td.160 ⋅ wt.160 = 1.6 m

Tube volume:

tV160 := cs160⋅ h = 7.2⋅ m

Volume tube reinforcement:

rVt.160 := 2%⋅ tV160 = 0.144⋅ m

Weight tube reinforcement:

rWt.160 := rVt.160⋅ ρre = 1.123 × 10 kg

3
3

2 volume percent, according to Thesis
of Vertical Tube Design

3
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Floor area:

(

)(

)

2

fa.160 := 22m⋅ 22m − 8⋅  tw.160 + wt.160 ⋅ td.160 + wt.160 ... = 447.04 m


w
+ − tw.160 + wt.160 ⋅ t.160

2



(

)



3

Floor volume:

fV160 := fa.160⋅ fpt = 98.349⋅ m

Volume floor reinforcement:

rVf.160 := fV160⋅ 2.5% = 2.459⋅ m

Weight floor reinforcement:

rWf.160 := rVf.160⋅ ρre = 1.918 × 10 kg

Cross section perimeter:

csp.o.160 := tw.160 + td.160 + 2⋅ wt.160 ⋅ 2 = 8.8 m
csp.i.160 := tw.160 + td.160 − 2⋅ wt.160 ⋅ 2 = 7.2 m

Tube face:

tfo := csp.o.160⋅ h = 39.6 m

3

2.5 volume percent, assumed

4

(
(

)
)

2

2

tfi := csp.i.160⋅ h = 32.4 m
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Appendix E – Initial productivity data of level 56
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Level

56

17550 kg

17550 kg

Lift reinforcement into position

Install reinforcement

Levelling and sealing of forms
Lift reinforcement to level

Erect decks

Climb protective panels

Floor plate formwork

Clean formwork

18 m2/h

36 m2/h
1068 kg/min

1486 m2
63740 kg

3 section/h

10 m2/h

6 section/h

10 m2/h

10 m /h

2

2 m/min

1486 m2

28 sections

180 m2

8 sections

Post-treatment outside

Formwork stripping

67,5 m

112,5 m2

Post-treatment inside

2

352 m

112,5 m

40 m3/h

112,5 m3

3

12,5 m/min
95 m/min

0,5 h/section

930 kg/h

30000 kg/h

0,5 m/min
992 kg/min

2 sections/h

Productivity/unit

1 crew of workers
1 crane

2 crew of workers

2 operator

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 concrete placer

1 operator

3 crews of workers

1 crane

1 operator
1 crane

1 operator

Number of units

Story height 4,5 m

352 m
352 m

Clean pipes

Curing

Pouring concrete

Prepare concrete pipes
Pump concrete to distributor

Mount formwork

8 sections

9 m
17550 kg

2 sections

Amount

Climb formwork
Lift reinforcment to level

Preparation for climb formwork

Mega Tube

Task name

For individual workers, 5% loss for each worker surpassing 5.

Productivity loss of 5% for each added crew

Floor cycle

106
1 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 crew of workers 1

3 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 supervisor
1 supervisor

1 signaller

supervisor

1 signaller

1 signaller

50 min working time per hour

36,0 m2/h
1068,4 kg/min

34,2 m2/h

5,9 section/h

10,0 m2/h

6,0 section/h

10,0 m2/h

10,0 m /h

2

2,0 m/min

40,0 m3/h

12,5 m/min
95,0 m/min

0,5 h/section

2650,5 kg/h

30000 kg/h

0,5 m/min
992,1 kg/min

2,0 sections/h

41,28
1,09

43,45

4,79

18,00

1,33

11,25

6,75

2,93

2,81

0,47
0,06

4,00

6,62

0,67

0,08
0,34

1,00

49,53
1,31 Assumed 10 tonnes lifting capacity and 50 m/min
hauling time both up & down, rounds amount up to
every 10 tonnes

52,14

5,74

21,60

1,60

13,50

8,10

3,52 Will only be performed when pumps idle

3,38

0,56 Height plus 100 m horizontal length
0,07 Height plus 100 m horizontal length. Output flow
divided by pipe area.

4,80

7,95 Including fixing of anchors

0,09
0,40 Assumed 10 tonnes lifting capacity and 50 m/min
hauling time both up & down, rounds amount up to
every 10 tonnes
0,80 Assumed 5 tonnes lifting capacity and 10 min lifting
time per section

1,20 Inner and outer side respective

Duration incl.
Total productivity incl. Duration productivity
[hour]
loss [hour]
Comments
all units

1,20

Only units working at actual level are shown

1320 units

Lift decks to next level

23 units

23 units

23 units

Move column into position

Fix column at bottom

Lift shoring to next level

Secondary columns (Steel columns)
Lift columns to floor

431 units

431 units

Remove shoring

Clean deckplate

2972 m

1486 m2
2
1486 m

Stripping deckplate

3

Post-treatment

Clean pipes

352 m

2 units/h

2 units/h

0,53 units/min

150 units/h

90 units/h

420 units/h

72 m2/h
2
300 m /h

40 m /h

2

2 m/min

30 m3/h

327 m3
3
327 m

Floor plate casting

Curing

12,5 m/min
95 m/min

352 m
352 m

Prepare concrete pipes
Pump concrete to distributor

20 units/h

930 kg/h

100 units

63740 kg

Install reinforcement

30000 kg/h

Install plumbing

63740 kg

Lift reinforcement into position

107
1 crew of workers

1 small mobile crane

1 crane

1 RCS Climbing hoist

1 crew of workers

1 RCS Climbing hoist

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

2 concrete placer

1 crew of workers

2 crews of workers

1 crane

1 supervisor

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers 1

1 supervisor

2 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 signaller

supervisor

1 signaller

2,0 units/h

2,0 units/h

0,5 units/min

150,0 units/h

90,0 units/h

420,0 units/h

72,0 m2/h
2
300,0 m /h

40,0 m /h

2

2,0 m/min

60,0 m3/h

12,5 m/min
95,0 m/min

20,0 units/h

1813,5 kg/h

30000 kg/h

11,50

11,50

0,78

2,87

4,79

3,14

4,95

20,64

74,30

2,93

5,45

0,47
0,06

5,00

35,15

2,17

13,80

13,80

0,94 Assumed 5 units lifting capacity and 50 m/min
hauling time both up & down, rounds amount up to
every 10 tonnes

3,45

5,75

3,77

5,94

24,77

89,16

3,52 Will only be performed when pumps idle

6,54

0,56 Height plus 100 m horizontal length
0,07 Height plus 100 m horizontal length. Output flow
divided by pipe area.

6,00

42,18

2,60
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Appendix F – Iterated productivity data of level 56
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Level

56

17550 kg

Install reinforcement

Prepare concrete pipes
Pump concrete to distributor

8 sections

6 section/h

63740 kg

Install reinforcement

Install plumbing

100 units

63740 kg

Lift reinforcement into position

20 units/h

930 kg/h

30000 kg/h

2
36 m /h
1068 kg/min

2
1486 m
63740 kg

Erect deckplate

Levelling and sealing of forms
Lift reinforcement to level

3 section/h

2
50 m /h

2
18 m /h

28 sections

2
180 m

2
10 m /h

10 m /h

2

2 m/min

2
1486 m

Climb protection panels

Floor plate formwork

Clean formwork

Formwork stripping

67,5 m

2
112,5 m

2

Post-treatment inside

352 m

112,5 m

3
40 m /h

3

3
112,5 m

Post-treatment outside

Clean pipes

Curing

Concrete casting

12,5 m/min
95 m/min

0,5 h/section

930 kg/h

30000 kg/h

0,5 m/min
992,1 kg/min

2 sections/h

Productivity/unit

1 crew of workers

5 crews of workers

1 crane

3 crew of workers
1 crane

6 crew of workers

2 operator

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 concrete placer

1 operator

3 crews of workers

1 crane

1 operator
1 crane

1 operator

Number of units

Story height 4,5 m

352 m
352 m

8 sections

17550 kg

Lift reinforcement into position

Mount formwork

9m
17550 kg

2 sections

Amount

Climb formwork
Lift reinforcment to level

Preparation for climb formwork

Mega Tube

Task name

For individual workers, 5% loss for each worker surpassing 5.

Productivity loss of 5% for each added crew

Standard floor cycle

110
1 supervisor

5 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 crew of workers

3 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 supervisor
1 supervisor

1 signaller

1 signaller

1 supervisor

1 signaller

1 signaller

50 min working time per hour

20,0 units/h

4185,0 kg/h

30000 kg/h

2
102,6 m /h
1068,4 kg/min

2
95,4 m /h

5,9 section/h

2
50,0 m /h

6,0 section/h

2
10,0 m /h

10,0 m /h

2

2,0 m/min

3
40,0 m /h

12,5 m/min
95,0 m/min

0,5 h/section

2650,5 kg/h

30000 kg/h

0,5 m/min
992,1 kg/min

2,0 sections/h

Total productivity
incl. all units

1,20

Only units working at actual level are shown

5,00

15,23

2,17

14,48
1,09

15,58

4,79

3,60

1,33

11,25

6,75

2,93

2,81

0,47
0,06

4,00

6,62

0,67

0,08
0,34

1,00

6,00

18,28

17,38
1,31 Assumed 10 tonnes lifting capacity and 50 m/min
hauling time both up & down, rounds amount up to
every 10 tonnes
2,60

18,69

5,74

4,32

1,60

13,50

8,10

3,52 Will only be performed when pumps idle

3,38

0,56 Height plus 100 m horizontal length
0,07 Height plus 100 m horizontal length. Output flow
divided by pipe area.

4,80

0,09
0,40 Assumed 10 tonnes lifting capacity and 50 m/min
hauling time both up & down, rounds amount up to
every 10 tonnes
0,80 Assumed 5 tonnes lifting capacity and 10 min lifting
time per section
7,95 Including fixing of anchors

1,20 Inner and outer side respective

Duration incl.
Duration productivity
[hour]
loss [hour]
Comments

431 units

431 units

23 units

23 units

23 units

Lift shoring to next level

Secondary columns (Steel columns)
Lift columns to floor

Move column into position

Fix column at bottom

1320 units

Lift decks to next level

Remove shoring

1486 m

Clean deckplate

2 units/h

2 units/h

0,534 units/min

150 units/h

90 units/h

420 units/h

2

300 m /h

2
72 m /h

2
1486 m

Post-treatment

Stripping deckplate

2

2
40 m /h

2 m/min

2

352 m

3

30 m /h

12,5 m/min
95 m/min

2972 m

Clean pipes

3

3
327 m

327 m

Concrete casting

Curing

352 m
352 m

Prepare concrete pipes
Pump concrete to distributor
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1 crew of workers

1 small mobile crane

1 crane

1 RCS Climbing hoist

1 crew of workers

1 RCS Climbing hoist

1 crew of workers

2 crew of workers

2 crew of workers

2 concrete placer

1 supervisor

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 signaller

1 supervisor

2,0 units/h

2,0 units/h

0,5 units/min

150,0 units/h

90,0 units/h

420,0 units/h

2

300,0 m /h

2
140,4 m /h

2
78,0 m /h

2,0 m/min

3

60,0 m /h

12,5 m/min
95,0 m/min

11,50

11,50

0,78

2,87

4,79

3,14

4,95

10,58

38,10

2,93

5,45

0,47
0,06

13,80

0,94 Assumed 5 units lifting capacity and 50 m/min
hauling time both up & down, rounds amount up to
every 10 tonnes
13,80

3,45

5,75

3,77

5,94

12,70

45,72

3,52 Will only be performed when pumps idle

6,54

0,56 Height plus 100 m horizontal length
0,07 Height plus 100 m horizontal length. Output flow
divided by pipe area.
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Appendix G – Productivity data of level 1, 40, 140 and 160
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Level

1

34400 kg

Install reinforcement

8 sections

120700 kg

Install reinforcement

100 units

120700 kg

Lift reinforcement into position

Install plumbing

2
2814 m
120700 kg

2
2814 m

28 sections

2
252 m

Levelling and sealing of forms
Lift reinforcement to level

Erect decks

Climb protective panels

Floor plate formwork

Clean formwork

Formwork stripping

95 m

2
158 m

2

Post-treatment inside

105 m

Clean pipes

Post-treatment outside

221 m

Curing

20 units/h

930 kg/h

30000 kg/h

2
36 m /h
55556 kg/min

2
18 m /h

3 section/h

2
50 m /h

6 section/h

2
10 m /h

10 m /h

2

2 m/min

3
40 m /h

3
221 m

Concrete casting

3

13 m/min
95 m/min

105 m
105 m

1 h/section

930 kg/h

30000 kg/h

1 m/min
55556 kg/min

2 sections/h

Productivity/unit

1 crew of workers

5 crews of workers

1 crane

3 crew of workers
1 crane

6 crew of workers

2 operator

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 concrete placer

1 operator

3 crews of workers

1 crane

1 operator
1 crane

1 operator

Number of units

Story height 4,5 m

Prepare concrete pipes
Pump concrete to distributor

8 sections

34400 kg

Lift reinforcement into position

Mount formwork

9m
34400 kg

2 sections

Amount

Climb formwork
Lift reinforcment to level

Preparation for climb formwork

Mega Tube

Task name

For individual workers, 5% loss for each worker surpassing 5.

Productivity loss of 5% for each added crew

Floor cycle Level 1
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1 supervisor

5 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 crew of workers

3 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 supervisor
1 supervisor

1 signaller

1 signaller

1 supervisor

1 signaller

1 signaller

50 min working time per hour

1

20 units/h

4185 kg/h

30000 kg/h

2
103 m /h
55556 kg/min

2
95 m /h

6 section/h

2
50 m /h

6 section/h

2
10 m /h

10 m /h

2

2 m/min

3
40 m /h

13 m/min
95 m/min

1 h/section

2651 kg/h

30000 kg/h

1 m/min
55556 kg/min

2 sections/h

Total productivity
incl. all units

Only units working at actual level are shown

5,00

28,84

4,17

27,43
0,04

29,50

4,79

5,04

1,33

15,75

9,45

0,87

5,53

0,14
0,02

4,00

12,98

1,17

0,08
0,01

1,00

6,00

34,61

32,91
0,05 Assumed 10 tonnes lifting capacity and 50 m/min
hauling time both up & down, rounds amount up to
every 10 tonnes
5,00

35,40

5,74

6,05

1,60

18,90

11,34

1,05 Will only be performed when pumps idle

6,63

0,17 Height plus 100 m horizontal length
0,02 Height plus 100 m horizontal length. Output flow
divided by pipe area.

4,80

0,09
0,01 Assumed 10 tonnes lifting capacity and 50 m/min
hauling time both up & down, rounds amount up to
every 10 tonnes
1,40 Assumed 5 tonnes lifting capacity and 10 min lifting
time per section
15,57 Including fixing of anchors

1,20 Inner and outer side respective

Duration incl.
Duration productivity
[hour]
loss [hour]
Comments

817 units

817 units

45 units

45 units

45 units

Lift shoring to next level

Secondary columns (Steel columns)
Lift columns to floor

Move column into position

Fix column at bottom

2501 units

Lift decks to next level

Remove shoring

2814 m

Clean deckplate

40

17550 kg

Install reinforcement

Prepare concrete pipes
Pump concrete to distributor

105 m
105 m

8 sections

17550 kg

Lift reinforcement into position

Mount formwork

9m
17550 kg

Climb formwork
Lift reinforcment to level

Preparation for climb formwork

2 sections

Amount

Task name

Mega Tube

Level

Floor cycle Level 40

1 crew of workers

1 small mobile crane

1 crane

1 RCS Climbing hoist

1 crew of workers

1 RCS Climbing hoist

1 crew of workers

2 crew of workers

2 crew of workers

2 concrete placer

13 m/min
95 m/min

1 h/section

930 kg/h

30000 kg/h

1 m/min
1389 kg/min

2 sections/h

Productivity/unit

1 operator

3 crews of workers

1 crane

1 operator
1 crane

1 operator

Number of units

Story height 4,5 m

2 units/h

2 units/h

28 units/min

150 units/h

90 units/h

420 units/h

2

300 m /h

2
72 m /h

2
2814 m

Post-treatment

Stripping deckplate

2

2
40 m /h

2 m/min

2

105 m

3

30 m /h

13 m/min
95 m/min

5628 m

Clean pipes

3

3
619 m

619 m

Concrete casting

Curing

105 m
105 m

Prepare concrete pipes
Pump concrete to distributor
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3 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 supervisor
1 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 signaller

1 signaller

1 signaller

1 supervisor

13 m/min
95 m/min

1 h/section

2651 kg/h

30000 kg/h

1 m/min
1389 kg/min

2 sections/h

Total productivity
incl. all units

1

2 units/h

2 units/h

28 units/min

150 units/h

90 units/h

420 units/h

2

300 m /h

2
140 m /h

2
78 m /h

2 m/min

3

60 m /h

13 m/min
95 m/min

27,00

0,03 Assumed 5 units lifting capacity and 50 m/min
hauling time both up & down, rounds amount up to
every 10 tonnes
27,00

6,53

10,89 0,32 shoring/props per m^2

7,15

11,26

24,05

86,58

1,05 Will only be performed when pumps idle

12,38

0,17 Height plus 100 m horizontal length
0,02 Height plus 100 m horizontal length. Output flow
divided by pipe area.

0,14
0,02

4,00

6,62

0,67

0,08
0,24

1,00

0,17 Height plus 100 m horizontal length
0,02 Height plus 100 m horizontal length. Output flow
divided by pipe area.

4,80

0,09
0,29 Assumed 10 tonnes lifting capacity and 50 m/min
hauling time both up & down, rounds amount up to
every 10 tonnes
0,80 Assumed 5 tonnes lifting capacity and 10 min lifting
time per section
7,95 Including fixing of anchors

1,20 Inner and outer side respective

Duration incl.
Duration productivity
loss [hour]
Comments
[hour]

22,50

22,50

0,03

5,44

9,07

5,96

9,38

20,04

72,15

0,87

10,32

0,14
0,02

63740 kg

63740 kg

Lift reinforcement into position

Install reinforcement

3
327 m

105 m

Curing

Clean pipes

1486 m

2
1486 m

1321 units

Post-treatment

Stripping deckplate

Clean deckplate

Lift decks to next level

431 units

431 units

21 units

21 units

21 units

Remove shoring

Lift shoring to next level

Secondary columns (Steel columns)
Lift columns to floor

Move column into position

Fix column at bottom

2

2972 m

2 units/h

2 units/h

1 units/min

150 units/h

90 units/h

420 units/h

2
300 m /h

2

72 m /h

2
40 m /h

2 m/min

3
30 m /h

3
327 m

Concrete casting

2

13 m/min
95 m/min

105 m
105 m

Prepare concrete pipes
Pump concrete to distributor

20 units/h

100 units

Install plumbing

930 kg/h

30000 kg/h

2
36 m /h
1389 kg/min

2
1486 m
63740 kg

Erect decks

Levelling and sealing of forms
Lift reinforcement to level

3 section/h

2
50 m /h

6 section/h

2
18 m /h

28 sections

2
180 m

8 sections

2
10 m /h

2

10 m /h

2 m/min

3
40 m /h

2
1486 m

Climb protective panels

Floor plate formwork

Clean formwork

Formwork stripping

2
113 m

Post-treatment inside

2

Post-treatment outside

105 m

3
113 m

3
113 m

68 m

Clean pipes

Curing

Concrete casting
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1 crew of workers

1 small mobile crane

1 crane

1 RCS Climbing hoist

1 crew of workers

1 RCS Climbing hoist

1 crew of workers

2 crew of workers

2 crew of workers

2 concrete placer

1 crew of workers

5 crews of workers

1 crane

3 crew of workers
1 crane

6 crew of workers

2 operator

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 concrete placer

1 supervisor

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 supervisor

5 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 crew of workers

1 signaller

1 supervisor

1 signaller

1 signaller

1 supervisor

2 units/h

2 units/h

1 units/min

150 units/h

90 units/h

420 units/h

2
300 m /h

2

140 m /h

2
78 m /h

2 m/min

3
60 m /h

13 m/min
95 m/min

20 units/h

4185 kg/h

30000 kg/h

2
103 m /h
1389 kg/min

2
95 m /h

6 section/h

2
50 m /h

6 section/h

2
10 m /h

2

10 m /h

2 m/min

3
40 m /h

10,50

10,50

0,60

2,88

4,79

3,14

4,95

10,58

38,10

0,87

5,45

0,14
0,02

5,00

15,23

2,17

14,48
0,84

15,58

4,79

3,60

1,33

11,25

6,75

0,87

2,81

12,60

0,72 Assumed 5 units lifting capacity and 50 m/min
hauling time both up & down, rounds amount up to
every 10 tonnes
12,60

3,45

5,75 0,32 shoring/props per m^2

3,77

5,94

12,70

45,72

1,05 Will only be performed when pumps idle

6,54

0,17 Height plus 100 m horizontal length
0,02 Height plus 100 m horizontal length. Output flow
divided by pipe area.

6,00

18,28

17,38
1,01 Assumed 10 tonnes lifting capacity and 50 m/min
hauling time both up & down, rounds amount up to
every 10 tonnes
2,60

18,69

5,74

4,32

1,60

13,50

8,10

1,05 Will only be performed when pumps idle

3,38

4212 kg

4212 kg

Lift reinforcement into position

Install reinforcement

105 m

Clean pipes

66600 kg

66600 kg

Lift reinforcement into position

Install reinforcement

100 units

105 m

Install plumbing

Prepare concrete pipes

13 m/min

20 units/h

930 kg/h

30000 kg/h

2
36 m /h
397 kg/min

2
1552 m
66600 kg

Erect decks

Levelling and sealing of forms
Lift reinforcement to level

3 section/h

2
50 m /h

6 section/h

2
18 m /h

28 sections

2
180 m

8 sections

2
10 m /h

2

10 m /h

2 m/min

3
20 m /h

13 m/min
95 m/min

1 h/section

930 kg/h

30000 kg/h

1 m/min
397 kg/min

2 sections/h

Productivity/unit

1 crew of workers

5 crews of workers

1 crane

3 crew of workers
1 crane

6 crew of workers

2 operator

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 concrete placer

1 operator

3 crews of workers

1 crane

1 operator
1 crane

1 operator

Number of units

Story height 4,5 m

2
1552 m

Climb protective panels

Floor plate formwork

Clean formwork

Formwork stripping

2
95 m

Post-treatment inside

Post-treatment outside

2

85 m

Curing

Concrete casting

3

3
27 m

105 m
105 m

27 m

Prepare concrete pipes
Pump concrete to distributor

8 sections

9m
4212 kg

Mount formwork

140

2 sections

Amount

Level

Climb formwork
Lift reinforcment to level

Preparation for climb formwork

Mega Tube

Task name

Floor cycle Level 140
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1 supervisor

5 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 crew of workers

3 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 supervisor
1 supervisor

1 signaller

1 signaller

1 supervisor

1 signaller

1 signaller

13 m/min

20 units/h

4185 kg/h

30000 kg/h

2
103 m /h
397 kg/min

2
95 m /h

6 section/h

2
50 m /h

6 section/h

2
10 m /h

2

10 m /h

2 m/min

3
20 m /h

13 m/min
95 m/min

1 h/section

2651 kg/h

30000 kg/h

1 m/min
397 kg/min

2 sections/h

Total productivity
incl. all units

1

0,14

5,00

15,91

2,33

15,13
2,94

16,27

4,79

3,60

1,33

9,50

8,50

0,87

1,35

0,14
0,02

4,00

1,59

0,17

0,08
0,42

1,00

0,17 Height plus 100 m horizontal length

6,00

19,10

18,15
3,53 Assumed 10 tonnes lifting capacity and 50 m/min
hauling time both up & down, rounds amount up to
every 10 tonnes
2,80

19,52

5,74

4,32

1,60

11,40

10,20

1,05 Will only be performed when pumps idle

1,62

0,17 Height plus 100 m horizontal length
0,02 Height plus 100 m horizontal length. Output flow
divided by pipe area.

4,80

0,09
0,50 Assumed 10 tonnes lifting capacity and 50 m/min
hauling time both up & down, rounds amount up to
every 10 tonnes
0,20 Assumed 5 tonnes lifting capacity and 10 min lifting
time per section
1,91 Including fixing of anchors

1,20 Inner and outer side respective

Duration incl.
Duration productivity
loss [hour]
Comments
[hour]

Curing

450 units

21 units

21 units

21 units

Lift shoring to next level

Secondary columns (Steel columns)
Lift columns to floor

Move column into position

Fix column at bottom

1123 kg

Install reinforcement

Concrete casting

Prepare concrete pipes
Pump concrete to distributor

3
7m

105 m
105 m

8 sections

1123 kg

Lift reinforcement into position

Mount formwork

9m
1123 kg

Climb formwork
Lift reinforcment to level

Preparation for climb formwork

2 sections

Amount

Task name

Mega Tube

Level

Floor cycle Level 160

160

450 units

1380 units

Lift decks to next level

Remove shoring

2
300 m /h

2
1552 m

Clean deckplate

1 crew of workers

1 small mobile crane

1 crane

1 RCS Climbing hoist

1 crew of workers

1 RCS Climbing hoist

1 crew of workers

2 crew of workers

2 crew of workers

2 concrete placer

3
20 m /h

13 m/min
95 m/min

1 h/section

930 kg/h

30000 kg/h

1 m/min
347 kg/min

2 sections/h

Productivity/unit

1 concrete placer

1 operator

3 crews of workers

1 crane

1 operator
1 crane

1 operator

Number of units

Story height 4,5 m

2 units/h

2 units/h

0,20 units/min

150 units/h

90 units/h

420 units/h

2
72 m /h

2
1552 m

Stripping deckplate

2 m/min

2
40 m /h

105 m

2
3104 m

Post-treatment

Clean pipes

342 m

3
15 m /h

3
342 m

Concrete casting

3

95 m/min

105 m

Pump concrete to distributor
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1 crew of workers

3 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 supervisor
1 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 supervisor

1 signaller

1 signaller

1 signaller

1 supervisor

3
20 m /h

13 m/min
95 m/min

1 h/section

2651 kg/h

30000 kg/h

1 m/min
347 kg/min

2 sections/h

Total productivity
incl. all units

1

2 units/h

2 units/h

0 units/min

150 units/h

90 units/h

420 units/h

2
300 m /h

2
140 m /h

2
78 m /h

2 m/min

3
30 m /h

95 m/min

12,60

2,52 Assumed 5 units lifting capacity and 50 m/min
hauling time both up & down, rounds amount up to
every 10 tonnes
12,60

3,60

6,01 0,32 shoring/props per m^2

3,94

6,21

13,26

47,75

1,05 Will only be performed when pumps idle

13,68

0,02 Height plus 100 m horizontal length. Output flow
divided by pipe area.

0,36

0,14
0,02

4,00

0,42

0,17

0,08
0,48

1,00

0,43

0,17 Height plus 100 m horizontal length
0,02 Height plus 100 m horizontal length. Output flow
divided by pipe area.

4,80

0,09
0,58 Assumed 10 tonnes lifting capacity and 50 m/min
hauling time both up & down, rounds amount up to
every 10 tonnes
0,20 Assumed 5 tonnes lifting capacity and 10 min lifting
time per section
0,51 Including fixing of anchors

1,20 Inner and outer side respective

Duration incl.
Duration productivity
loss [hour]
Comments
[hour]

10,50

10,50

2,10

3,00

5,00

3,28

5,17

11,05

39,79

0,87

11,40

0,02

2
40 m /h

2
72 m /h

1918 kg

100 units

2

105 m
105 m

100 m

100 m

105 m

894 m

2
447 m

Install reinforcement

Install plumbing

Prepare concrete pipes
Pump concrete to distributor

Concrete casting

Curing

Clean pipes

Post-treatment

Stripping deckplate

447 m

397 units

130 units

130 units

17 units

17 units

17 units

Clean deckplate

Lift decks to next level

Remove shoring

Lift shoring to next level

Secondary columns (Steel columns)
Lift columns to floor

Move column into position

Fix column at bottom

2

3

3

1918 kg

Lift reinforcement into position

2 units/h

2 units/h

0,17 units/min

150 units/h

90 units/h

420 units/h

2

300 m /h

2 m/min

3

15 m /h

13 m/min
95 m/min

20 units/h

930 kg/h

30000 kg/h

2
36 m /h
347 kg/min

2
447 m
1918 kg

Erect decks

Levelling and sealing of forms
Lift reinforcement to level

3 section/h

2
50 m /h

6 section/h

2

10 m /h

2
18 m /h

28 sections

2
72 m

2 m/min

2
10 m /h

2
447 m

Climb protective panels

Floor plate formwork

Clean formwork

8 sections

Post-treatment outside

Formwork stripping

2

2
32 m

105 m

3
7m

40 m

Post-treatment inside

Clean pipes

Curing
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1 crew of workers

1 small mobile crane

1 crane

1 RCS Climbing hoist

1 crew of workers

1 RCS Climbing hoist

1 crew of workers

2 crew of workers

2 crew of workers

2 concrete placer

1 crew of workers

5 crews of workers

1 crane

3 crew of workers
1 crane

6 crew of workers

2 operator

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 supervisor

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 crew of workers

1 supervisor

5 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 supervisor

1 signaller

1 supervisor

1 signaller

1 signaller

2 m/min

2 units/h

2 units/h

0 units/min

150 units/h

90 units/h

420 units/h

2

300 m /h

2
140 m /h

2
78 m /h

2 m/min

3

30 m /h

13 m/min
95 m/min

20 units/h

4185 kg/h

30000 kg/h

2
103 m /h
347 kg/min

2
95 m /h

6 section/h

2
50 m /h

6 section/h

2

10 m /h

2
10 m /h

8,50

8,50

1,92

0,86

1,44

0,95

1,49

3,18

11,46

0,87

3,33

0,14
0,02

5,00

0,46

0,17

4,36
0,48

4,69

4,79

1,44

1,33

4,00

3,20

0,87

10,20

2,30 Assumed 5 units lifting capacity and 50 m/min
hauling time both up & down, rounds amount up to
every 10 tonnes
10,20

1,04

1,73 0,32 shoring/props per m^2

1,14

1,79

3,82

13,75

1,05 Will only be performed when pumps idle

4,00

0,17 Height plus 100 m horizontal length
0,02 Height plus 100 m horizontal length. Output flow
divided by pipe area.

6,00

0,55

5,23
0,58 Assumed 10 tonnes lifting capacity and 50 m/min
hauling time both up & down, rounds amount up to
every 10 tonnes
0,20

5,62

5,74

1,73

1,60

4,80

3,84

1,05 Will only be performed when pumps idle
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Appendix H – Task list
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ID

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

4,1 dagar
3,8 dagar
2,25 dagar
0,1 dagar
1,2 tim
0,09 tim
0,4 tim
0,8 tim
7,95 tim
4,8 tim
0,56 tim
0,07 tim
3,38 tim
24 tim
3,52 tim
8,1 tim
13,5 tim
1,6 tim
4,3 tim

2,37 dagar
0,1 dagar
1,2 tim
0,09 tim
0,4 tim
0,8 tim
7,95 tim
4,8 tim
0,56 tim
0,07 tim
3,38 tim
24 tim
3,52 tim
8,1 tim
13,5 tim
1,6 tim
4,3 tim

2,62 dagar
0,1 dagar
1,2 tim
0,09 tim
0,4 tim
0,8 tim
7,95 tim
4,8 tim
0,56 tim
0,07 tim
3,38 tim
24 tim
3,52 tim
8,1 tim
13,5 tim
1,6 tim
4,3 tim

3,54 dagar
0,1 dagar
1,2 tim

Level 56
Mega Tube level 56
Mega Tube 1
Climb formwork
Preparation for climb formwork
Climb formwork
Lift reinforcement to level
Lift reinforcement to position
Install reinforcement
Mount formwork
Prepare concrete pipes
Pump concrete to distributor
Concrete casting
Curing
Clean pipes
Post-treatment inside
Post-treatment outside
Formwork stripping
Clean formwork

Mega Tube 2
Climb formwork
Preparation for climb formwork
Climb formwork
Lift reinforcement to level
Lift reinforcement to position
Install reinforcement
Mount formwork
Prepare concrete pipes
Pump concrete to distributor
Concrete casting
Curing
Clean pipes
Post-treatment inside
Post-treatment outside
Formwork stripping
Clean formwork

Mega Tube 3
Climb formwork
Preparation for climb formwork
Climb formwork
Lift reinforcement to level
Lift reinforcement to position
Install reinforcement
Mount formwork
Prepare concrete pipes
Pump concrete to distributor
Concrete casting
Curing
Clean pipes
Post-treatment inside
Post-treatment outside
Formwork stripping
Clean formwork

Mega Tube 4
Climb formwork
Preparation for climb formwork

må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04

må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
må 18-06-04
ti 18-06-05
on 18-06-06
to 18-06-07

må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06

må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
må 18-06-04
ti 18-06-05
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06

Varaktighet Start

Aktivitet
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fr 18-06-08
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04

to 18-06-07
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
to 18-06-07
to 18-06-07

to 18-06-07
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
on 18-06-06
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
to 18-06-07

fr 18-06-08
fr 18-06-08
on 18-06-06
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
on 18-06-06
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06

Slut

Operator

Crew of workers
Crew of workers
Crew of workers
Crew of workers

Crew of workers;Supervisor;Concrete placer A

Operator
Operator;Supervisor
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crew of workers[3];Supervisor[3]
Operator

Crew of workers
Crew of workers
Crew of workers
Crew of workers

Crew of workers;Supervisor;Concrete placer A

Operator
Operator;Supervisor
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crew of workers[3];Supervisor[3]
Operator

Crew of workers
Crew of workers
Crew of workers
Crew of workers

Crew of workers;Supervisor;Concrete placer A

Operator
Operator;Supervisor
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crew of workers[3];Supervisor[3]
Operator

Resurser

Post-treatment at previous casted level
Post-treatment at previous casted level

Post-treatment at previous casted level
Post-treatment at previous casted level

Post-treatment at previous casted level
Post-treatment at previous casted level

Anteckningar

ID

60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118

2,22 dagar
0,06 dagar
1,2 tim
0,09 tim
0,4 tim
0,8 tim
7,95 tim
4,8 tim
0,56 tim
0,07 tim
3,38 tim
24 tim
3,52 tim
8,1 tim
13,5 tim
1,6 tim
4,3 tim

3,65 dagar
0,06 dagar
1,2 tim
0,09 tim
0,4 tim
0,8 tim
7,95 tim
4,8 tim
0,56 tim
0,07 tim
3,38 tim
24 tim
3,52 tim
8,1 tim
13,5 tim
1,6 tim
4,3 tim

2,76 dagar
0,06 dagar
1,2 tim
0,09 tim
0,4 tim
0,8 tim
7,95 tim
4,8 tim

Mega Tube 6
Climb formwork
Preparation for climb formwork
Climb formwork
Lift reinforcement to level
Lift reinforcement to position
Install reinforcement
Mount formwork
Prepare concrete pipes
Pump concrete to distributor
Concrete casting
Curing
Clean pipes
Post-treatment inside
Post-treatment outside
Formwork stripping
Clean formwork

Mega Tube 7
Climb formwork
Preparation for climb formwork
Climb formwork
Lift reinforcement to level
Lift reinforcement to position
Install reinforcement
Mount formwork

0,09 tim
0,4 tim
0,8 tim
7,95 tim
4,8 tim
0,56 tim
0,07 tim
3,38 tim
24 tim
3,52 tim
8,1 tim
13,5 tim
1,6 tim
4,3 tim

må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05

må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
ti 18-06-05
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
to 18-06-07
to 18-06-07
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
fr 18-06-08
fr 18-06-08

må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06

må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
to 18-06-07
fr 18-06-08

Varaktighet Start

Mega Tube 5
Climb formwork
Preparation for climb formwork
Climb formwork
Lift reinforcement to level
Lift reinforcement to position
Install reinforcement
Mount formwork
Prepare concrete pipes
Pump concrete to distributor
Concrete casting
Curing
Clean pipes
Post-treatment inside
Post-treatment outside
Formwork stripping
Clean formwork

Climb formwork
Lift reinforcement to level
Lift reinforcement to position
Install reinforcement
Mount formwork
Prepare concrete pipes
Pump concrete to distributor
Concrete casting
Curing
Clean pipes
Post-treatment inside
Post-treatment outside
Formwork stripping
Clean formwork

Aktivitet

123
to 18-06-07
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05

fr 18-06-08
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
ti 18-06-05
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
to 18-06-07
fr 18-06-08
to 18-06-07
ti 18-06-05
on 18-06-06
fr 18-06-08
fr 18-06-08

on 18-06-06
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
on 18-06-06
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06

må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
ti 18-06-05
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
to 18-06-07
to 18-06-07
ti 18-06-05
on 18-06-06
fr 18-06-08
fr 18-06-08

Slut

Operator
Operator;Supervisor
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crew of workers[3];Supervisor[3]
Operator

Crew of workers
Crew of workers
Crew of workers
Crew of workers

Crew of workers;Supervisor;Concrete placer B

Operator
Operator;Supervisor
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crew of workers[3];Supervisor[3]
Operator

Crew of workers
Crew of workers
Crew of workers
Crew of workers

Crew of workers;Supervisor;Concrete placer B

Operator
Operator;Supervisor
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crew of workers[3];Supervisor[3]
Operator

Crew of workers
Crew of workers
Crew of workers
Crew of workers

Crew of workers;Supervisor;Concrete placer A

Operator;Supervisor
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crew of workers[3];Supervisor[3]
Operator

Resurser

Post-treatment at previous casted level
Post-treatment at previous casted level

Post-treatment at previous casted level
Post-treatment at previous casted level

Post-treatment at previous casted level
Post-treatment at previous casted level

Anteckningar

ID

119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169

3,5 dagar
5,74 tim
18,7 tim
17,4 tim
1,31 tim
2,6 tim
18,28 tim
6 tim
0,56 tim
0,07 tim
6,54 tim
24 tim
3,52 tim
45,7 tim
12,7 tim
5,94 tim
3,77 tim
5,75 tim
3,45 tim

0,61 dagar
0,72 tim
13,8 tim

Secondary columns level 52
Lift column to floor
Move and fix column into position

3,49 dagar
0,06 dagar
1,2 tim
0,09 tim
0,4 tim
0,8 tim
7,95 tim
4,8 tim
0,56 tim
0,07 tim
3,38 tim
24 tim
3,52 tim
8,1 tim
13,5 tim
1,6 tim
4,3 tim

0,56 tim
0,07 tim
3,38 tim
24 tim
3,52 tim
8,1 tim
13,5 tim
1,6 tim
4,3 tim

to 18-06-07
to 18-06-07
to 18-06-07

må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
ti 18-06-05
on 18-06-06
to 18-06-07
to 18-06-07
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04

må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
to 18-06-07
fr 18-06-08

ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
to 18-06-07
to 18-06-07

Varaktighet Start

Floor Plate level 52
Climb protective panels
Erect decks
Levelling and sealing of forms
Lift reinforcement to level
Lift reinforcement into position
Install reinforcement
Install plumbing
Prepare concrete pipes
Pump concrete to distributor
Concrete casting
Curing
Clean pipes
Post-treatment level 50
Stripping deckplate level 51
Clean deckplate level 51
Lift decks to next level
Remove shoring level 50
Lift shoring to next level

Mega Tube 8
Climb formwork
Preparation for climb formwork
Climb formwork
Lift reinforcement to level
Lift reinforcement to position
Install reinforcement
Mount formwork
Prepare concrete pipes
Pump concrete to distributor
Concrete casting
Curing
Clean pipes
Post-treatment inside
Post-treatment outside
Formwork stripping
Clean formwork

Prepare concrete pipes
Pump concrete to distributor
Concrete casting
Curing
Clean pipes
Post-treatment inside
Post-treatment outside
Formwork stripping
Clean formwork

Aktivitet

124
fr 18-06-08
to 18-06-07
fr 18-06-08

to 18-06-07
må 18-06-04
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
to 18-06-07
on 18-06-06
to 18-06-07
to 18-06-07
to 18-06-07
to 18-06-07
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04

fr 18-06-08
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
må 18-06-04
ti 18-06-05
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
to 18-06-07
to 18-06-07
on 18-06-06
on 18-06-06
fr 18-06-08
fr 18-06-08

ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
on 18-06-06
to 18-06-07
on 18-06-06
ti 18-06-05
ti 18-06-05
to 18-06-07
to 18-06-07

Slut

Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Motorized lift claw;Crew of workers

Crew of workers[2]
Crew of workers[2]
Crew of workers
RCS Climbing hoist;Crew of workers
Crew of workers
RCS Climbing hoist;Crew of workers

Crew of workers;Supervisor;Concrete placer A;Concrete placer B

Operator[2];Supervisor
Crew of workers[6]
Crew of workers[3]
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crew of workers[5];Supervisor[5]
Crew of workers;Supervisor

Crew of workers
Crew of workers
Crew of workers
Crew of workers

Crew of workers;Supervisor;Concrete placer B

Operator
Operator;Supervisor
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crew of workers[3];Supervisor[3]
Operator

Crew of workers
Crew of workers
Crew of workers
Crew of workers

Crew of workers;Supervisor;Concrete placer B

Resurser

Remove shoring at earlier casted level

Post-treatment at earlier casted level
Stripping deckplate of previous floor

This activity is not allowed to be ended before all decks are erected.

Post-treatment at previous casted level
Post-treatment at previous casted level

Post-treatment at previous casted level
Post-treatment at previous casted level

Anteckningar

Appendix I – Gantt chart of level 56
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ID

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

126

Varaktighet

Mega Tube 3
2,62 dagar
Climb formwork
0,1 dagar
Preparation for climb formwork
1,2 tim
Climb formwork
0,09 tim
Lift reinforcement to level 0,4 tim
Lift reinforcement to position
0,8 tim
Install reinforcement
7,95 tim
Mount formwork
4,8 tim
Prepare concrete pipes
0,56 tim
Pump concrete to distributor
0,07 tim

Mega Tube 2
2,37 dagar
Climb formwork
0,1 dagar
Preparation for climb formwork
1,2 tim
Climb formwork
0,09 tim
Lift reinforcement to level 0,4 tim
Lift reinforcement to position
0,8 tim
Install reinforcement
7,95 tim
Mount formwork
4,8 tim
Prepare concrete pipes
0,56 tim
Pump concrete to distributor
0,07 tim
Concrete casting
3,38 tim
Curing
24 tim
Clean pipes
3,52 tim
Post-treatment inside
8,1 tim
Post-treatment outside
13,5 tim
Formwork stripping
1,6 tim
Clean formwork
4,3 tim

Level 56
4,1 dagar
Mega Tube level 56
3,8 dagar
Mega Tube 1
2,25 dagar
Climb formwork
0,1 dagar
Preparation for climb formwork
1,2 tim
Climb formwork
0,09 tim
Lift reinforcement to level 0,4 tim
Lift reinforcement to position
0,8 tim
Install reinforcement
7,95 tim
Mount formwork
4,8 tim
Prepare concrete pipes
0,56 tim
Pump concrete to distributor
0,07 tim
Concrete casting
3,38 tim
Curing
24 tim
Clean pipes
3,52 tim
Post-treatment inside
8,1 tim
Post-treatment outside
13,5 tim
Formwork stripping
1,6 tim
Clean formwork
4,3 tim

Aktivitet

18

mån 04 jun
0
6
18

tis 05 jun
0
6
12

18

ons 06 jun
0
6

Crew of workers

18

tor 07 jun
0
6

Crew of workers
Crew of workers

Operator
Operator;Supervisor
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crew of workers[3];Supervisor[3]
Operator

Crew of workers
Crew of workers

12

Crew of workers
Crew of workers

Crew of workers;Supervisor;Concrete placer A

Operator
Operator;Supervisor
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crew of workers[3];Supervisor[3]
Operator

Crew of workers

12

Crew of workers;Supervisor;Concrete placer A

Operator
Operator;Supervisor
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crew of workers[3];Supervisor[3]
Operator

12

18

fre 08 jun
0
6
12

18

lör 09 jun
0

ID

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

127

Concrete casting
Curing
Clean pipes
Post-treatment inside
Post-treatment outside
Formwork stripping
Clean formwork

3,38 tim
24 tim
3,52 tim
8,1 tim
13,5 tim
1,6 tim
4,3 tim

Varaktighet

Mega Tube 6
3,65 dagar
Climb formwork
0,06 dagar
Preparation for climb formwork
1,2 tim
Climb formwork
0,09 tim

Mega Tube 5
2,22 dagar
Climb formwork
0,06 dagar
Preparation for climb formwork
1,2 tim
Climb formwork
0,09 tim
Lift reinforcement to level 0,4 tim
Lift reinforcement to position
0,8 tim
Install reinforcement
7,95 tim
Mount formwork
4,8 tim
Prepare concrete pipes
0,56 tim
Pump concrete to distributor
0,07 tim
Concrete casting
3,38 tim
Curing
24 tim
Clean pipes
3,52 tim
Post-treatment inside
8,1 tim
Post-treatment outside
13,5 tim
Formwork stripping
1,6 tim
Clean formwork
4,3 tim

Mega Tube 4
3,54 dagar
Climb formwork
0,1 dagar
Preparation for climb formwork
1,2 tim
Climb formwork
0,09 tim
Lift reinforcement to level 0,4 tim
Lift reinforcement to position
0,8 tim
Install reinforcement
7,95 tim
Mount formwork
4,8 tim
Prepare concrete pipes
0,56 tim
Pump concrete to distributor
0,07 tim
Concrete casting
3,38 tim
Curing
24 tim
Clean pipes
3,52 tim
Post-treatment inside
8,1 tim
Post-treatment outside
13,5 tim
Formwork stripping
1,6 tim
Clean formwork
4,3 tim

Aktivitet

18

mån 04 jun
0
6
12

Crew of workers

tis 05 jun
0
6
12

18

Operator
Operator;Supervisor

Crew of workers
Crew of workers

18

fre 08 jun
0
6

Crew of workers
Crew of workers

12

Crew of workers
Crew of workers

Crew of workers;Supervisor;Concrete placer A

Crew of workers;Supervisor;Concrete placer B

Operator
Operator;Supervisor
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crew of workers[3];Supervisor[3]
Operator

12

Crew of workers
Crew of workers

Crew of workers[3];Supervisor[3]
Operator

Crew of workers

Crew of workers

ons 06 jun
tor 07 jun
0
6
12
18
0
6
Crew of workers;Supervisor;Concrete placer A

Crew of workers

Operator
Operator;Supervisor
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller

18

18

lör 09 jun
0

97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144

ID

128

Lift reinforcement to level 0,4 tim
Lift reinforcement to position
0,8 tim
Install reinforcement
7,95 tim
Mount formwork
4,8 tim
Prepare concrete pipes
0,56 tim
Pump concrete to distributor
0,07 tim
Concrete casting
3,38 tim
Curing
24 tim
Clean pipes
3,52 tim
Post-treatment inside
8,1 tim
Post-treatment outside
13,5 tim
Formwork stripping
1,6 tim
Clean formwork
4,3 tim

Varaktighet

Mega Tube 8
3,49 dagar
Climb formwork
0,06 dagar
Preparation for climb formwork
1,2 tim
Climb formwork
0,09 tim
Lift reinforcement to level 0,4 tim
Lift reinforcement to position
0,8 tim
Install reinforcement
7,95 tim
Mount formwork
4,8 tim
Prepare concrete pipes
0,56 tim
Pump concrete to distributor
0,07 tim
Concrete casting
3,38 tim
Curing
24 tim
Clean pipes
3,52 tim
Post-treatment inside
8,1 tim
Post-treatment outside
13,5 tim
Formwork stripping
1,6 tim

Mega Tube 7
2,76 dagar
Climb formwork
0,06 dagar
Preparation for climb formwork
1,2 tim
Climb formwork
0,09 tim
Lift reinforcement to level 0,4 tim
Lift reinforcement to position
0,8 tim
Install reinforcement
7,95 tim
Mount formwork
4,8 tim
Prepare concrete pipes
0,56 tim
Pump concrete to distributor
0,07 tim
Concrete casting
3,38 tim
Curing
24 tim
Clean pipes
3,52 tim
Post-treatment inside
8,1 tim
Post-treatment outside
13,5 tim
Formwork stripping
1,6 tim
Clean formwork
4,3 tim

Aktivitet

18

mån 04 jun
0
6
12

Crew of workers
Crew of workers

ons 06 jun
0
6
12

tor 07 jun
0
6
18

fre 08 jun
0
6

Crew of workers
Crew of workers

12

18

Crew of workers
Crew of workers

Crew of workers

Crew of workers;Supervisor;Concrete placer B

Crew of workers[3];Supervisor[3]
Operator

Crew of workers
Crew of workers

12

Crew of workers;Supervisor;Concrete placer B

Crew of workers;Supervisor;Concrete placer B

Crew of workers
Crew of workers

Operator
Operator;Supervisor
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller

18

Crew of workers[3];Supervisor[3]
Operator

Crew of workers[3];Supervisor[3]
Operator

tis 05 jun
0
6
12
18
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller

Operator
Operator;Supervisor
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller
Crane;Supervisor;Signaller

18

lör 09 jun
0

145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169

ID

129

Clean formwork

4,3 tim

Varaktighet

Secondary columns level 52
0,61 dagar
Lift column to floor
0,72 tim
Move and fix column into position
13,8 tim

Floor Plate level 52
3,5 dagar
Climb protective panels
5,74 tim
Erect decks
18,7 tim
Levelling and sealing of forms 17,4 tim
Lift reinforcement to level
1,31 tim
Lift reinforcement into position2,6 tim
Install reinforcement
18,28 tim
Install plumbing
6 tim
Prepare concrete pipes
0,56 tim
Pump concrete to distributor 0,07 tim
Concrete casting
6,54 tim
Curing
24 tim
Clean pipes
3,52 tim
Post-treatment level 50
45,7 tim
Stripping deckplate level 51 12,7 tim
Clean deckplate level 51
5,94 tim
Lift decks to next level
3,77 tim
Remove shoring level 50
5,75 tim
Lift shoring to next level
3,45 tim

Aktivitet

18

mån 04 jun
0
6
18

tis 05 jun
0
6
12

18

Crew of workers
RCS Climbing hoist;Crew of workers

12

ons 06 jun
0
6
12

18

12

18

fre 08 jun
0
6
12
Crew of workers

Crew of workers[2]
Crew of workers[2]
Crew of workers
RCS Climbing hoist;Crew of workers

tor 07 jun
0
6
18

lör 09 jun
0
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Appendix J – Precedence diagram of level 56
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